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FOREWORD 
WORD EXPANSION is devised for university students like 
you who are searching for a richer vocabulary in order to be 
used in various academic tasks, such as proficiency in 
speaking and reading. Exercises in vocabulary expansion 
especially benefit students who originate from a non-English 
speaking background that wishes to learn and add 
vocabulary in English for work or study purposes. Thus, 
expanding your vocabulary will be a great advantage for you.  
Inside this WORD EXPANSION are exercises to help you 
expand your vocabulary. The amount of vocabulary of what 
you hear can increase 30% of your  total vocabulary; 40% of 
what you see can increase 40 % of your total vocabulary; 
and, when you actually perform the vocabulary exercises you 
will remember 60% of what was learnt. 
For that reason, this book is devised to make you, as 
students of Beginner to Intermediate level of English to 
have fun while learning new vocabularies. The book 
consists of the following range of word exercises: 
I    WORD GAMES  
II   WORD DEFINITION 
III  WORD UNSCRAMBLE 
IV WORD SYNONYMN 
V  WORD ANTONYM 
VI WORDS IN CONTEXT 

VII    WORD PREPOSITIONS/ 
PHRASAL VERBS 

VIII  WORDS IN SENTENCES 
IX   WORD DERIVATIVES 
X    WORD CATEGORY 
XI   WORD PUZZLE 
XII  WORD COMPOUND 

Semarang, March 2018 
Ekawati Marhaenny Dukut
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AIMS OF BOOK: 
1. To accommodate students with basic to intermediate

vocabularies of English
2. To accustom students to the frequent use of the dictionary

RULES FOR A CLASSROOM: 
1. Students may not use an electronic dictionary in the

classroom.
2. Frequent use of English-English, English-Indonesian and

Indonesian-English dictionary books are recommended.

RECOMMENDED LESSON PLAN: 
1. INTRODUCTION, unit 1.1. – 1.2
2. Unit 1.3. – 1.5.
3. Unit 1.6. – 1.8
4. Unit 1.9 – 1.10
5. Unit 2.1. – 2.2, QUIZ A
6. Unit 2.3. – 2.5.
7. Unit 2.6 – 2.8., REVIEW
8. MID TEST
9. Unit 2.9. – 2.11.
10. Unit 3.1 – 3.3.
11. Unit 3.4 – 3.6.
12. Unit 3.7. – 3.8., QUIZ B
13. Unit 3.9 – 3.10.
14. Unit 4.1. – 4.4.
15    Unit 4.5. – 4.8., REVIEW 
16. FINAL TEST
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1.1. WORD GAME: FINGER ALPHABET 
Get into groups of 3 to 5. Sit close to each other or make 
a small circle. Be ready to play the FINGER  ALPHABET 
game. Choose 1 person to be the leader. He/ She is the 
one who will say: “Ready… Put one hand behind your 
back… Now, let me see your fingers!”  
 
When instructed, each person should put out 0 to 5 fingers in 
the center. The leader will count how many fingers are 
shown. The number of fingers corresponds to the alphabet. 

For example:  5  E  8 H  13 M 
 
Make a chart and try to fill up as many vocabularies as you 
can in the box sample such as below. 
 
 ANIMALS FRUITS VEGETABLES OCCUPATION 
E   eggplant 

 
 

H horse 
 

   

M    Manager 
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Do the FINGER ALPHABET game until the group has at least 
10 alphabets to work on with. 
 
Take 45 to 60 minutes of class time to decide on the 
alphabets and fill up the chart with as many vocabularies as 
you can. Don’t forget to write your name at the top of your 
page.  
 
When the time is up, exchange the filled out chart with a 
friend. Your friend should check with a dictionary if necessary 
to see if the vocabulary you have chosen is correct or not. 
Your friend should count how many vocabularies are correct 
and write it as a score at the bottom of the page with her/ his 
name as corrector.  
 
The winner of the game is the one who can fill out the chart 
100% with the right vocabularies. 
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1.2.    WORD DEFINITION (A-E) 
Look at these words. Circle the ones you do not know 
the definition of. When instructed, report to the class 
words you do not know. Help each other find out what 
the words mean by opening up a dictionary. Quiz each 
other the new words by mentioning the definition and 
translation. Choose 10 words to practice making 
sentences. Study the rest of the words at home. Be ready 
to be quizzed in the next class. 
 
A 
Able  Aboard  About  Above 
Absence Absent  Absolute Accent 
Accept  According Accustomed Ache 
Acre  Action  Active  Act 
Actor  Actress  Actual  Add 
Addition  Additional Admiration Admire 
Admission Admit  Adopt  Advance 
Advantage Adventure Advice  Advice 
Affair  Affect  Affection Afford 
Afraid  Agreeable Agriculture Ahead 
Aim  Alcohol  Alike  Allow 
Amazement Ambition Ambitious Amount 
Amuse  Anchor  Ancient  Anger 
Angle  Angry  Annual  Anxiety 
Anxious  Anyway  Apart  Apparent 
Appeal  Appear  Appearance Appetite 
Application Apply  Appointment Approve  
Apron  Archery  Area   Argue  
Arise  Armor  Arrangement Arrest 
Arrival  Arrive  Arrow  Art 
Article  Artist  Artistic  Ashamed 
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Ashes  Ashore  Aside  Ask  
Association Astonish Astonishment At 
Atlas  Attach  Attack  Attempt 
Attention Attitude  Attract  Attraction 
Attractive Audience Authority Avenue 
Average Await  Awaken  Axe 
 
B 
Baby  Backward Bacon  Baker 
Balance  Balloon  Band  Bank 
Banker  Banknote Bare  Bargain 
Bark  Barrel  Battery  Base 
Basin  Bay  Bead  Beam 
Beat  Beautiful Beauty  Because 
Beef  Beer  Beggar  Begin 
Behave  Behavior Behind  Being 
Belief  Believe  Bend  Beneath 
Berry  Besides  Betray   Between 
Beyond  Birth  Biscuit  Blade 
Blame  Bleed  Bless  Blessing 
Block  Blood  Blush  Boarding 
Boast  Bold  Bomb  Border 
Bother  Bound  Boundary Boy 
Boyhood Brain  Brass  Brave 
Breadth  Break  Breath  Breathe 
Breed  Breeze  Brick  Brief 
Bright  Broad  Broom  Bubble 
Bucket  Bull  Bundle  Bureau 
Buoy  Buy  Buzz  By 
 
C  
Cabbage Calm  Canal  Candidate 
Capable Cape  Capture  Career 
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Carpet  Carve  Cash  Castle 
Catch  Cave  Centre  Central 
Ceremony Certain  Champion Chance 
Channel Character Charge  Charity 
Charm  Chatter  Cheer  Check 
Cheque  Childhood Chin  Chocolate 
Choice  Choke  Choose  Cigarette 
Circle  Circular  Circumstance  Civil 
Claim  Clap  Clay  Clear 
Cliff  Climate  Coarse  Coin 
Collect  Collection Colony  Column 
Combination Combine Comfort         Command 
Commence Commercial Commission Commit 
Committee Compliment Conceal Condemn 
Confession Conquer Conquest Conscience 
Content    Continent Convenience Convenient 
Crooked Cord  Cot  Cycle 
 
D 
Darken  Darkness Daylight  Deadly 
Deaf  Dealer  Death  Debt 
Decathlon Decay  Deceive  Deck 
Declare  Deed  Deep  Deer 
Defeat  Defense Defend  Defy 
Degree  Delay  Delicate  Delicious 
Delight  Delightful Deliver  Demand 
Deny  Department Depend  Deposit 
Depth  Describe Description Desert 
Deserve Design  Desire  Despair 
Desperate Despise  Destroy  Destruction 
Determine Develop Development Devil 
Devote  Devotion Diamond Differ 
Difference Different Difficult  Difficulty 
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Dig  Dine  Dip  Direct 
Direction Director  Dirty                 Disagreeable 
Disappear Disappointment Discover Discovery 
Disease  Disgrace Disguise Dismay 
Dismiss  Display  Displease Distant 
Distinct  Distinguish Distress  District 
Division  Dock  Domestic Donate 
Donkey  Dot  Doubt  Dough  
Dove  Draft  Drag  Drain  
Draw  Drawer  Dreadful Drill 
Drip  Drug  Drunk  Dry 
Duck  Dull  Dumb  Dwarf 
 
E 
Eager  Eagle  Earn  Earnest 
Earring  Earth  Earthly  Earthquake 
Ease  Edge  Edition  Editor  
Editorial  Elect  Election  Electric 
Electricity Element Elsewhere Emperor 
Empire  Employ  Employee Employer 
Endless  Energy  Engine  Engineer 
Enormous Enough  Enquire  Enquiry 
Entertain Entertainment Enthusiastic Enthusiasm 
Eternal  Exact  Examine Example 
Exceed  Excellent Excess  Exchange 
Exhausted Excite  Excite  Excitement 
Exciting  Explain  Explanation     Extraordinary 
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1.3.    WORD CATEGORY: BIRDS 
A. Find the 18 words that relates to a bird by circling the 
letters provided.  
 

W O S T R I C H D U C K Q K 
O W L W E L R T Y E U I W C 
O F L G I H J K N L P A O O 
D D L A S A Z D X C H V D C 
P E U I J K R O L M N R B A 
E Q G Q E A R V A E I E C E 
C O A I W F Y E J B W N B P 
K D E A F G N P G A A O W O 
E P S E C A E N E L L R R I 
R I A U C N I G U O E J S C 
H F E I G M S W O L L A W S 
D D L U M R G R Y C G P A R 
A E I U A T L A S V A N N D 
P N H W D A P P I G E O N B 

 

1. Cendrawasih 2. Crow  3. Dove  4. Duck 
5. Eagle 6. Swallow 7. Hawk          8.Swan 
9. Ostrich 10. Owl  11. Peacock 12. Pelican 
13. Penguin 14. Pigeon 15. Quail     16. Seagull 

17. Hummingbird 18. Woodpecker   
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B. Get a piece of paper. Describe in detail the bird 
characteristics/ definition. You may use a dictionary to 
help you. 

 
eagle 

 

 
hummingbird 

 

 
Penguin 

 
pigeon 

 

 
swan 

 

 
Quail 
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1.4. WORD UNSCRAMBLE  
Word Unscramble is a fun and popular game. 
Unscramble is similar to other word games that ask the 
player to find words in several letters that have been 
scrambled up on a game board. Not only is this a great 
game to play for a fun time with your friends and family, 
but it can also add educational value by helping to add 
new words to your vocabulary. 

Try to unscramble these words in 20 minutes! 
Raise your hand when finished and report to the class your 

words. 
1.  a e z m a 
2.  n a p r o 
3.  w o r a r 
4.  m i t a d 
5.  o n l a b l o          
6.  t y e t r a b  
7.  d e a b 
8.  e v a c 

9.  c e y l c 
10.  t e n s o c u q 
11.  b r a c        
12.  l e s t a c  
13.  h e a r t b 
14.  e t h r b a          
15.  o s e c h o 

Now get into pairs. 
Make up 10 Word Unscramble from the list of words in the A 

– E definition (1.2.) word list. 
Get your partner to unscramble them in 15 minutes. 

The quickest person to unscramble the words correctly is the 
winner!  

You may try again with another partner. 
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1.5.  WORD SYNONYM 
Put a circle around the word or words on the right which 
means the same as the word on the left.  
 
1. About  aboard, regarding, intending, intense  
2. Absolute  complete, quite, thorough, powerless 
3. Accustomed to agreed to, attacked to, according to,

 used to 
4. Ache  age, field, pain, same 
5. Active  activate, busy, creative, passive 
6. Add  ache, age, pet, put 
7. Advance  advent, adventure, basic, improve 
8. Anger  every year, fury, rage, worry 
9. Anxious  worry, bad, interested, pleasure 
10. Apart  included, separate, together, beside  
11. Area  district, living, quarrel, circle 
12. Aside  accept, beside, essay, site 
13. Attach  fight, like, tie, try 
14. Attempt  attract, tie, try, watch 
15. Beat  defeat, drink, chase, fruit 
16. Beg  back, plead, sack, want 
17. Belief  believe, beneath, certain, faith 
18. Besides  enclose, further, in addition to, left to 
19. Betray  bluff, deceive, defend, protect 
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20. Blush  blouse, brush, explode, rosy 
21. Bother  edge, sister, trouble, two 
22. Bow    bend, bond,  arrow, dish 
23. Break  brace, burglary, food, cut 
24. Brief  be sure, brick, short, sorrow 
25. Buy  man, purchase, sell, through 
26. Calm  compose, hand, palm, peaceful  
27. Certain  centre, curtain, particular, sure  
28. Chatter  cling, shine, talk, type 
29. Claim  ceramics, demand, blame, want 
30. Clear  clean, dull, filthy, bright 
31. Coarse              class, curse, gross, rough 
32. Conceal  concern, hide, join, show 
33. Deed  act, certainly, deaf, give  
34. Deer  fowl, special, dear, doe 
35. Defeat  beat, betray, lose, win 
36. Ease  catch, cease, cheese, relax 
37. Empire  castle, country, entire, entity 
38. Examine  interview, obtain, scrutinize, surgery 
39. Exceed  amaze, leave, less, surpass 
40. Excite  arouse, bore, calm, great 
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1.6.  WORD ANTONYM 
Put a circle around the word or words on the right which 
have the opposite meaning of the word on the left.  
 

1. Able  capable, extreme, good, unable  
2. Accept     active, refuse, signify, acknowledge 
3. Actual  definite, false, punctual, real  
4. Admit  be sorry, deny, prove, victory 
5. Admission acceptance, allow, prove, refusal 
6. Adopt  keep out, reject, rejoice, retreat 
7. Advance  reject, rejoice, retire, retreat 
8. Affection  halt, hate, hunt, interest 
9. Ahead  advanced, behind, onward, top 
10. Amuse  annoy, entertain, cheer, contemplate 
11. Ancient                calm, happiness, moderate, modern 
12. Appoint               area, be late, dismay, dismiss 
13. Arrest                  descent, latest, release, relief 
14. Balance  equal, hang, harmony, instability 
15. Bare  clothes, covered, coward, wine 
16. Base  bottom, lie, stop, top 
17. Behind  afterwards, back, front, nest 
18. Beneath  above, behind, bellow, underneath 
19. Bend  curve, flat, lean, straight 
20. Beyond  hated, loose, here, united 
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21. Birth  above, dead, deaf, death 
22. Blush  explode, go pale, red, tree 
23. Brave afraid, cemetery, fearless, fierce 
24. Brief  bag, die, long, short 
25. Broad  arrow, fat, narrow, wide 
26. Capture  abduction, arrest, catch, release 
27. Chatter  babble, blather, hush, jabber 
28. Choke  gasp, obstruct, release, squeeze 
29. Coarse  gentle, gross, loutish, rude  
30. Conceal  camouflage, cover up, reveal, veil 
31. Commence arise, cease, criticize, trade 
32. Darken  beclouded, brighten, dim, murk 
33. Defend  attack, back, cover, protect 
34. Destroy  abort, construct, create, demolish  
35. Difficult  easy, bothersome, heavy, tough 
36. Disgrace  abuse, disrespect, esteem, honor 
37. Ease  comfortable, leisure, peace, turmoil 
38. Enormous gigantic, large, massive, small 
39. Enough  ample, inadequate, plenty, sufficient 
40. Exact right, amaze, precise, approximate 
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1.7.  WORDS IN CONTEXT 
Study the paragraphs. Circle the correct vocabulary of 
your choice. Explain the reason why you chose the word 
when asked by your lecturer. 

1. Two women from Karanganyar village are ____ (a. 
bowing, planting, crouching, scattering) rice in a 
_____ (b. nearby, herewith, there, beside) field. They 
wore a traditional _____ (c. dress, outfit, costume, 
clothing) from Java, which consists of a kain jarit and 
kebaya. With their hair tied up in a _____ (d. pony 
tail, piggy tail, bundle, bondage), they become _____ 
(e. playful, cheerful, colorful, skillful) in placing the 
rice into the fertile soil. They do not need to _____ (f. 
plow, stab, dig, turn over) the soil because their 
husbands already did it for them. They will usually 
need to wait for about 3 months before they can 
finally harvest their rice field. 

 
2. There are two _____ (a. vessels, boats, submarines, 

sailors) here. On the right side of this picture is a 
_____ (b. lineal, line, liner, linger). It is sailing in the 
middle of the ocean with its _____ (c. people, 
passengers, customers, consumers). On the left, you 
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can see the _____ (d. deck, dock, dog, duck) of an 
old and _____ (e. wrecked, waited, locked, rocked) 
fishing boat, which seems to be owned by an 
Indonesian when judging at the red and white color of 
the _____ (f. cloth, material, flag, shirt). An old _____ 
(g. angel, angle, anchor, anger) is near the fishing 
boat. 
 

 
 

3. In this _____ (a. wood land, wooden land, woods 
land, open land), a man is using an axe to _____ (b. 
spit up, split up, supply in, crack down) a _____ (c. 
trump, tank, lock, log). To help him clear the land, a 
horse is used to _____ (d. drain, drag, duck, drug) a 
tree _____ (e. stamp, stump, stuff, stumble) out of 
the ground. Another man with a _____ (f. helmet, hat, 
cap, top) is guiding the horse what to do in the area. 
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4. On the right corner is a plantation ____ (a. farm, 
farmer, farming, family) who is using a ____ (b. 
space, spade, spare, spam) to ____ (c. dig, dip, drag, 
drug) into the fertile ground. On the opposite side is a 
_____ (d. painter, player, porter, prayer) wearing a 
black Italian (e. top, hat, barret, sombrero), who 
wants to capture the landscape on a (e. canvas, 
carcass, paper, sketch). 
 

  
 

5. A man is sitting near a stack of hay preparing a 
_____ (a. tap, scrap, trap, trip) to catch some mouse. 
When caught he will put them in a recycled _____ (b. 
box, sack, bag, back), which is placed on the ground. 
In front of him, is a small plant, which is covered with 
sharp _____ (c. points, thorns, tunes, turns). On the 
plant, you can see a _____ (d. fly, spider, spin, 
support) hanging on its web. Underneath it, a _____ 
(e. snake, snatch, warm, worm) is sliding 
dangerously on the grass towards the man. 

 
6. The biggest animal in this picture is a _____ (a. ball, 

bear, bell, bull). It is standing in front of a _____ (b. 
donkey, ton key, monkey, horse). On the other side, 
a mother _____ (c. dare, dear, deer, sheep) who is 
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washing its young one by _____ (d. licking, liking, 
locking, rocking) its face. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. These are different kinds of _____ (a. policy, poultry, 
poverty, powerfully) in this picture. There is a turkey, 
duck and chicken. The chicken on the right is _____ 
(b. eating, packing, pecking, picking) another chicken 
that some of its _____ (c. fathers, feathers, figures, 
further) fell out. Another one is finding bits of corn by 
____________ (d. catching, clapping, scattering, 
scratching) the ground. The one on the far left is 
fortunate to have found a delicious ________ (e. 
warm, whom, worm, wound) for its meal.  
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8.   An Australian man is in his farm driving a tractor with a 
_____ (a. load, lord, road, weight) of corn. He is on his 
way to the _____ (b. mile, mill, mind, mine) to turn his 
corn into flour. He has a good _____ (c. clay, crab, 
creep, crop) this year because the corn _____ (d. 
stacks, sticks, stalks, stocks) are long now and are 
ready for harvest. Unfortunately, because of the hot 
weather some of the corn leaves have _____ (e. killed, 
without, withered, withdrawn). In front of the tractor, he 
has _____ (f. sewn, shown, soon, sown) some tomato 
seeds for his next harvest.  

 
9. The next picture we see is a man sitting on a _____ (a. 

scared, sadder, sadness, saddle) _____. He is a (b. 
hateman, hasteman, horseman, houseman), who is 
holding a _____ (c. weave, whip, wipe, wife) to speed 
up his horse. Underneath is his dog, which is _____ (d. 
crying, bargaining, barking, shouting) at another dog 
across him. Nearer to him is another dog licking one of 
its _____ (e. prays, pairs, paws, pays) in order to get 
rid of the ______ (f. mat, mad, muddy, murder) ground 
it has. The man is _____ (g. whipping, whispering, 
whistling, withering) a tune to keep himself cheerful. 
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1.8.  WORDS IN PICTURES 
Look at the picture below. Write a short story about the 
picture bellow while using the following vocabularies. Be 
ready to read out your story when asked by your 
instructor. 

 
Bell   Blonde  Blue  Brown  
Grass   Green  Hand  Ladder  
Laughing Piggy tail         Pony tail   Rainbow 
Red   Running   School  See-saw 
Sitting   Slide  Steps  Striped shirt 
Swing   Trees            Window  Yard 
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________ 
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1.9. WORD DERIVATIVES 
Complete these sentences with words which have the 
same root as the word in italics: 
1. I recently received an email from my friend. But I could not 

understand it well enough because a word was omitted 
from one of the sentence by mistake, and this ____ has 
confused me for the whole day. 

2. A person was accidently hit by a motorcycle in Sudirman 
Street and there was blood everywhere. That person was 
____ badly from a serious cut on his leg. 

3. Drinking a glass of cool lemonade during a hot weather is 
like heaven…..  Yes, it is ____, isn’t it? 

4. An earthquake is very destructive. Usually, a lot of 
buildings are destroyed in an earthquake. After its ____, a 
number of architects are usually asked to help plan 
stronger buildings. 

5. Although Yeremia is young, he shows a lot of good sense 
for his age. Fortunately, his little brother is as ___ as him. 

6. It’s almost lunch time. Aren’t you hungry?..... Not really. I 
have an exam soon, so, ____ is not in my mind at the 
moment. 

7. I suppose Yuanita is jealous because her little brother got 
so many Christmas presents this year….. Not really, ____ 
is not a characteristic of hers.   

8. Before people leave the church mass, the priest would 
bless them, so that the people could go out soon after with 
his ____. 
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9. Can you add the names of your friends to this party 
list?..... Yes, and in ____, I can give you their phone 
number, and some____ names of the guests in honor. 

10. Can you prove that this accident is caused by that 
cat?..... No, I’m sorry, but I have no real ____. 

11. Can you suggest what I should say for my Business 
Presentation tomorrow? All ____ will be welcome. 

12. Is Karya Cipta Company going to undertake the railway 
project?..... I doubt that the company could handle such 
an ____. 

13. Hutomo is a strong athlete. His weightlifting exercises 
have given him a lot of ____ in his arm, and he’s ____ 
his legs, too, by running a lot.  

14. Did the celebration satisfy you?..... Yes, I was very ____, 
and everything was done to my mother’s ____ too.  We 
found it all very ____. 

15. Was Adi punished for breaking the B.1.3. class 
window?..... Yes, his ____ was to stay behind class and 
make an essay about his bad behavior.  

16. Did the nurses treat you well at the hospital?..... Yes, 
they were very kind, and the medical ____ was very 
appropriate, too.  

17. Did you just slip on the floor? You’re trousers are quite 
dirty….. Yes, I’m afraid this floor is very ____.    

18. Does anyone in this classroom have the any skills to act 
on stage?.... Yes, Miranda is a professional ____, and I 
think Hendra will also be a good ____ when he has 
learnt some basic skills from Miranda. 

19. Is Lukito out hunting?..... Yes, he is a keen ____. 
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20. Do Kuntilanak and Dragon creatures exist?..... Well, 
there are some people who believe in their ____.  

21. Does Mr. Setiawan employ a lot of people?..... Yes, he 
has quite a big ____. He has over 10000 ____ as of 
today.  

22. Do you intend to stay in this particular hotel ….. Yes, that 
is my ____. 

23. Can this kind of jacket be found at the centre of 
Semarang city’s mall?..... Yes, it can be found at the 
____ mall of this city.  

24. Dayak people inhabit at the island called Borneo. They 
are the only officially permanent ____. 

25. Gunawan is a good judge of character, but in this case I 
think his ____ is wrong. 

26. In reality, some of the most popular entertainers in the 
world never really wanted ____ at all.  

27. Budiyani Hernawati has been appointed Dean of our 
English Department. Her ______ was just announced 
yesterday.  

28. Hari has lost a lot of money in his company during the 
past year, but it is the ____ of his wife that has affected 
him most.  

29. Edi has offended me with his harsh words….. Well, you 
should not take his ____ so easily.  

30. Has your brother been admitted to Soegijapranata 
Catholic University?.....  I don’t know, I haven’t seen 
the list of ____ yet.  
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31. Have you applied for a teaching assistant position at the 
Faculty of Language & Arts?.....  Yes, I sent in my 
____ just last week.  

32. Have you arranged to take a holiday in Singapore yet? 
Yes, all of the necessary ____ have been made. 

33. Have you informed Natalia about the new dress arrivals? 
… Yes, I sent her the latest ____ yesterday. 

34. Have you paid for your boarding house rent yet?..... Yes, 
I have made the first ____ to my landlady. 

35.  Have you solved the crossword puzzle yet?.....  No, but I 
think I have nearly found the ____ to finish it all. 

36. With all of those attractive girls, the performance is 
getting a lot of attention. It will be a big ____ for 
everyone. 

37. Sarinah is an ambitious girl. Her great ____ is to be a 
doctor. 

38. These plants grow very slow. Do you know what is 
causing the slow ____? 

39. They are going to construct a new building near the 
stadium. They say the ____ will take three years. 

40. We had an exciting time yesterday at the beach, didn’t 
we?... I don’t agree with you. I don’t see the kind of ____ 
that you had. For me going to the mountains would ____ 
me more. 
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1.10. WORD PREPOSITIONS/ ADV. PARTICLES 

Complete these sentences with the correct word from the 
word choice given: 
 

1. _____ (at, by, in, to) the absence of the Ms. Angelika, Ms. 
Cecilia is left in charge of the Faculty. 

2. According_____ (at, for, to, with) Mr. Haryo, the on-line 
registration closes by 6 in the morning. 

3. I have never been accused_____ (at, of, to, with) cheating 
during exams. 

4. Are you accustomed_______ (at, of, to, with) the cold yet 
refreshing temperature of the tea plantation in Bandung? 

5. The medicine acts______ (at, on, to, towards) the brain 
very slowly, so you won’t feel dizzy. 

6. _____ (At, In, On, With) addition ______ (from, of, to, 
with) all of my other homework, I now have to prepare for 
my Word Expansion quizz. 

7. We’ve decided to admit Rahmanti as a new 
member_____ (at, by, for, to) our club. 

8. Honda is more _____ (at, in, on, with) advance_____ than 
most other companies in producing motorcycles. 
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9. Shinta has a big advantage_____ (above, on, over, with) 
most girls when it comes to playing basketball because 
she is so tall. 

10. I’m amazed_____ (at, in, of, on) how much English your 
could already speak! 

11. You should never speak_____ (at, for, in, on) anger to 
any small child. 

12. Krisna is very anxious______ (about, at, for, with) his 
TOEFL score. 

13. Apart ______ (for, from, of, with) this dictionary, I have 
no other campus books in my bag. 

14. This new outfit is very Javanese_____ (at, by, in, on) 
appearance. 

15. You had better quickly send your application______ (at, 
in, on, to) the manager_____ (for, from, to, towards) a 
part-time job at this department store.  

16. I only have _____ (on, in, with, by) me fifty thousand 
rupiahs _______ (of, to, for, from) buy my daughter a 
new uniform. 

17. How much money does your brother have _____ (on, in, 
with, by) his wallet? 

18. I’m afraid we cannot depend _____ (in, with, on, at) him, 
because he will use his money _____ (from, for, by, to) 
his own purposes. 
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19. Are you sure, you can get a uniform _____ (by, with, to, 
on) that amount _____ (of, in, on, for) money? 

20. Sure, I can get _____ (by, for, to, on) with it. 
21. Robert, why are you _____ (at, by, from, in) such a 

hurry? 
22. If I don’t hurry up, I won’t get _____ (to, in, on, at) class 

_____ (on, by, in, for) time. 
23. Have you got _____ (in, on, for, at) touch with your 

friends about your homework? 
24. Yes, we worked hard _____ (to, for, on, in) the project 

we have to hand _____ (on, in, of, with) today. 
25. Who has been _____ (to, towards, at, in) favor _____ 

(for, in, of, by) the project? 
26. I have been _____ (at, in, to, towards) good terms _____ 

(with, by, for, to) everyone, so I have a lot _____ (by, for, 
of, with) support from many friends. 

27. _____ (on, in, at, for) the whole, you seem to be 
successful so far. 

28. My congratulations _____ (on, for, with, in) your efforts. 
29. Your great support _____ (for, to, towards, at) me is also 

worthwhile. Thank you! 
30. You’re welcome… but the big thank you goes to you. 

Most of us are _____ (with, in, on, for) debt to your 
creative idea _____ (on, to, with, towards) the project. 
Congratulations! 
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2.1.  WORD GAME: WORD PAIRS 
Each of the words below combines with either BOOK or 
TV to form a compound noun. Write them out in the 
space provided. 

 
BOOK 

TV 
 

aerial  binding  ratings  shop 
seller  set  review  screen 
plate  token  critic  dinner 
license  mark  times  worm 
shelf  end  star  series 
1. _____________________ 11. ___________________ 
2. _____________________ 12. ___________________ 
3. _____________________ 13. ___________________ 
4. _____________________ 14. ___________________ 
5. _____________________ 15. ___________________ 
6. _____________________ 16. ___________________ 
7. _____________________ 17,  ___________________ 
8. _____________________ 18, ___________________ 
9. _____________________ 19.  ___________________ 
10. ____________________ 20. ___________________ 
 
What other compound words do you know with either BOOK 
or TV? Write your compound words below: 
_________________________________________________
________________________________________________ 
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2.2.    WORD DEFINITION (F-J) 
Look at these words. Circle the ones you do not know 
the definition of. When instructed, report to the class 
words you do not know. Help each other find out what 
the words mean by opening up a dictionary. Quiz each 
other the new words by mentioning the definition and 
translation.  
 
DESCRIBE  - DESCRIPTION - DESCRIPTIVE are word 
derivatives. What other word derivatives can you find from the 
list of vocabularies below? There are 35 derivatives. Can you 
list them down? Use 10 of them down to make sentences. 
Study the rest of the words at home. Be ready to be quizzed 
in the next class. 
 
 
F 
Fact  Fade  Faint  Faithful 
Fame  Famous  Familiar  Famine 
Fan  Fancy  Fashion  Fast 
Fasten  Fatal  Fate  Favor  
Favorable Favorite  Fear  Fearful 
Fever  Few  Fierce  Fight  
Fit  Flame  Flash  Flatter 
Flesh  Flood  Flutter  Fog  
Fold  Folly  Fool  Foolish 
Forbid  Foreign  Foreigner Forever 
Forgive  Former  Formerly  Fortunate 
Fortune  Foul  Frame  Frequent 
From  From now on Frown  Fruitful 
Furious  Furnace Furnish  Furniture 
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G 
Gain  Gale  Gap  Gauze 
General  Generation Generous Genius 
Gift  Give up  Glide  Glitter 
Globe  Gloomy  Glorious Glory 
Good  Good-natured Goodness Goods 
Govern  Governor Graduate Graduation 
Grain  Grand  Greedy  Greet 
Grieve  Grin  Grind  Grip 
Groan  Grocery  Grow  Growth 
Guard  Guide  Guilt  Guilty 
 
H 
Halfway  Halt  Ham  Hand 
Handbag Handful  Handle  Happiness 
Happy  Harm  Harsh  Haste 
Hasty  Hate  Hatred  Hay 
Headache Heap  Heaven  Heavenly 
Hedge  Heel  Height  Heir  
Herb  Hereafter Heroic  High  
Highland Highway Hill  Hillside 
Hind  Hinder  Hint  Hire 
Hold (up) Hole  Hollow  Holy 
Honor  Honorable Hop  Horizon 
Horn  Horrible  Horror  Horseman 
Household However Howl  Hum 
Human  Humble  Humor  Hunger 
Hungry  Hunt  Hunter  Hurry 
 
I 
Ignore  Ignorance Ignorant Illness 
Image  Imagination Imagine  Immature 
Immediate Immortal Impatient Import 
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Important Importance Impossible Improve 
Improvement Impure  Increase Include 
Independence Independent Indicate  Indignant 
Indignation Indoors  Industry  Infant 
Inferior  Infinite  Influence Inform 
Information Inhabit  Inhabitant Injection 
Inner  Insist  Instance Instant 
Instruct  Instruction Instrument Insult 
Intelligence Intelligent Intend  Intention 
Interest  Interested Interesting Interior 
Interrupt Into  Involve  Irregular 
 

 
J 
Jail  Jam  Jar  Javelin 
Jaw  Jealous  Jealousy Jewel 
Jewelry  Join  Joint  Joy  
Joyful  Judge  Judgment Judging 
Juice  Jury  Justice  Justify 
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2.3.    WORD CATEGORY: SPORTS or GAMES 
In which sport or game do you use the following 
vocabulary?  Some sport games form the box can be 
used more than once to fill in the blanks. 
  
1.  ace   …………………………… 
2.  ball   …………………………… 
3.  bat   …………………………… 
4.  big round gloves  …………………………… 
5.  caddie   …………………………… 
6.  goggles   …………………………… 
7. horse   …………………………… 
8.  king   …………………………… 
9.  rope   …………………………… 
10.  shuttlecock  …………………………… 

 

You have 10 minutes to choose the appropriate 
vocabularies from the box below. 

(note: some of the same vocabularies can match with other 
sports) 

 

badminton     boxing cards  chess     cricket 
 
football         golf diving   polo     motor race 
  
  swimming  mountain climbing 
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2.4. WORD UNSCRAMBLE  
Word Unscramble is a fun and popular game. 
Unscramble is similar to other word games that asks the 
player to find words in several letters that have been 
scrambled up on a game board. Not only is this a great 
game to play for a fun time with your friends and family, 
but it can also add educational value by helping to add 
new words to your vocabulary. 

These words deal with names of SPORT Olympic games 
usually competed for a gold medal.  

Unscramble these words in 20 minutes to find out what the 
sport events are! 

 
1.  F N G T T W G I L I I H E   W………………… 
2. T R A K E A    K……………….. 
3. G I N D I V    D ………………… 
4. Y C A R R E H   A ………………... 
5. L A N D H C E T O   D………………… 
6. N A S T Y S C I G M   G………………… 
7. E I C    T A G S K N I   I………   S…….. 
8. Y I L G C N C    C…………………. 
9.  V A N J I E L    J ………………… 
10. H O W S    G U M P N J I  S…………J……… 

Raise your hand when finished and report to the class your 
findings. The quickest person to have all of them correct is 

the winner….! 
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2.5.  WORD SYNONYM 
Put a circle around the word or words on the right which 
mean the same as the word on the left.  
1. Capture  abduction, catch, live, release 
2. Collect  accumulate, gather, dispense, divide 
3. Confession admittance, compound, confetti,

 disclosure 
4. Cord  clause, course, field, wire 
5. Crazy  mad, mud, noisy, swear 
6. Curse  interested, line, mad, swear 
7. Delay  advance, expedition, satisfy,

 suspension 
8. Delicate  coarse, dainty, fragile, rough 
9. Disease  district, illness, sickness, unhappy 
10. Distinct  clear, district, far, smelly 
11. Donate  area, give, finish, gift 
12. Drill  cold, dish, exercise,  thrill 
13. Eager  big bird, gain, enthusiastic, rain 
14. Edge  bench, border, nervous, worry 
15. Endless  infinite, last, perpetual, straight 
16. Enormous contagious, huge, unusual, worried 
17. Exhausted weary, fresh, out, vigorous 
18. Fade  discolor, good, religion, stop  
19. Faint  pal, religion, tube, unconscious 
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20. Famine  disappearance, feminine, relative,
 starvation 

21. Fate  belief, big, destiny, head  
22. Fog  container, frog, mist, wolf 
23. Fold  bend, chill, mold, people 
24. Frequent  common, inconstant, periodic, rare 
25. Frown  crown, shape, shrimp, scowl 
26. Furious  extremely angry, fast, interested,

 valuable 
27. Gale  cabbage, festival, girl, windstorm 
28. Gift  give, hold, presence, present 
29. Gloomy  dismal, grumpy, in bloom, model 
30. Goods excellent, kind, pleasant, things 
31. Govern  authority, regulation, rule, teacher 
32. Greedy  materialistic, big, splendid, make 
33. Grin  pure, shatter, smile, without hope 
34. Grow  destroy, drool, increase, brave 
35. Guard  defender, guide, rubbish, trainman  
36. Guide  guard, help, move, slide 
37. Hate  abhor, affection, conceal, love 
38. Hurry  bustle, delay, procrastinate, tired 
39. Increase  accumulate, decrease, if, loss 
40. Joy frown, happy, sorrow, sad 
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2.6.  WORD ANTONYM 
Put a circle around the word or words on the right which 
have the opposite meaning of the word on the left.  
 
1. Central  inner, fundamental, main, outside 
2. Cunning  similar, since, sincere, singer 
3. Dare  able to hear, be afraid, hated, light 
4. Defend  able to hear, attach, attack, win 
5. Deposit  drop, shallow, withdraw, wither 
6. Display  expo, height, hide,  spectacle 
7. Downwards descending, sure, upstairs, upwards 
8. Dreadful  empty, excellent, horrible, wonderful 
9. Drunk  empty, medicine, sober, water 
10. Dull  giant, interesting, lively, tedious 
11. Elect  ballot, choose, send off, vote down 
12. Elsewhere here, nowhere, other, somewhere 
13. Employ  occupy, pleasure, unemploy, use  
14. Eternal  endless, ephemeral, immortal,

 timeless 
15. Excite  amaze, bore, stimulate, thrill 
16. Explain  clarify, describe, perplex, scrutinize 
17. Evil  God, good, hidden, never 
18. Fade  achromatize, brighten, destination,

 discolor 
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19. Fancy  decorative, elegant, plain, special 
20. Fasten  belt, detach, embed, unfasten 
21. Flatter  charm, criticize, glorify, mother 
22. Foul  clean, despicable, impure, stupid 
23. Frown  gloom, grin, noise, smile 
24. Furious  agony, cheerful, mad, vicious 
25. Furnace  boiler, freezer, heater, varnish 
26. Gloomy  bright, dark, dusky, somber 
27. Grin  beam, frown, growl, smirk 
28. Grip  brace, catch, embrace, release 
29. Guilty  blameworthy, impeach, innocent,

 judged 
30. Harm  good, hurt, ill, meat 
31. Heap  bit, bunch, bundle, load 
32. Hire  appoint, delegate, discharge, take in 
33. Humble  meek, content, gentle, proud 
34. Hurry  bustle, delay, procrastinate, tired  
35. Ignore  avoid, disregard, notice, reject 
36. Important  influence, insignificant, significant,

 impossible 
37. Hole  burden, break, cave, closure 
38. Hunger  craving, famine, garage, satisfaction 
39. Inferior  bottom, furious, minor, superior 
40. Justice  amend, fairness, injustice, integrity 
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2.7.  WORDS IN CONTEXT 
Study the paragraphs. Understand the context of the 
paragraph. Circle the correct vocabulary of your choice. 
Explain the reason why you chose the word when asked 
by your lecturer. 

1. This situation is commonly found in the _____ (a. 
village, neighborhood, outskirt, country side) area of 
Java during the era before reformation. The _____ 
(b. principal, head, father, chief) of this family, Mr. 
Sulamtoro, is wearing his daily clothing, which 
consists of beskap, blangkon, and sarong. Sitting 
_____ (c. next door, right, beside, close) him on the  
lincak,  which is made from bamboo is his eldest 
daughter  named Kartini. She is _____ (d. speaking, 
talking, hearing, listening) to her father who teaches 
her about mathematics. As a girl of the future 
generation, she does not want to grow up only 
becoming a _____ (e. mother, housewife, wifery, 
lady). She dreams of being a doctor, so she can help 
treat her little brothers, who are playing wooden toy 
cars, if ever they got _____ (f. illness, disease, sick, 
medicine). In the background her mother and auntie 
are starting to cook rice for dinner. 
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2. A big ____ (a. thank, tank, tax, think) is moving to the 
centre of this field. A bullet is fired out and a ___ (b. 
frame, flash, flesh, freeze) is at the end of the gun. 
The soldiers are practicing for a war situation, so 
some of them are (c. clapping, creeping, crippling, 
cropping) up to attack it. On the right, a wooden hut 
has just got hit and it ____ (d. based, blessed, burst, 
buzzed) itself into ____ (e. films, flames, frames, 
foams). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. The picture on the right shows someone having a 
birthday party. People are holding up ____ (a. 
baboons, balloons, balls, bombs). One man wants to 
give it to a person with a big, thick and black ____ (b. 
beard, hair, moustache, musician) who is ____ (c. 
jawing, yawning, yelling, yielding) in boredom. Beside 
him is a drunked man with a glass of ____ (d. vain, 
wind, wine, wink) in his hand ____ (e. cashing, 
cursing, kicking, kissing) his wife on the cheek. The 
couple seems to enjoy the party. 
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4. This girl has just returned from her (a. walking, 
shopping, sopping, sipping) at Paragon mall. She has 
with her a plastic bag filled with the newest up-to-date 
(b. cloth, clothe, clothing, cloak). She is wondering 
which skirt she will (c. match, patch, make, take) it 
with. Will it be her (d. poka dodge, polka dot, polka 
spot, dot ball) or black-and-white (e. stripped, striped, 
strips, ripped) with a black (f. corner, border, 
boundary, hedge) skirt? She is also thinking of which 
(g. pear, pair, twin, two) of shoes she would take out 
from her closet.  Will it be her boots or her high-
heeled shoes? She wants to make sure she is well-
dressed for her best friend’s birthday party. She can’t 
wait to give the (h. circle, round, ground, ball) gift box 
as a present to her best friend. 

 
 

5. In the kitchen is a woman wearing an ____ (a. 
anchor, appeal, apron, area) around her waist. She 
ties her hair in ______ (b. piggy tail, pony tail, one 
tail, horse tail) fashion as she is (c. vacuuming, 
sweeping, mopping, scrubbing) the carpet. She is 
cleaning the house with some (d. boots, shoes, 
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slippers, slopes) on her feet. Behind her is the lady of 
the house, who is carrying a ____ (e. handbag, 
handful, handle, trunk). She wants to buy a cough 
medicine. Around her neck is a ____ (f. scar, scarf, 
scared, stain) to keep her warm and from coughing. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

6. In this colosseum we can see an ____ (a. ache, acre, 
arch, each) that is supported by two ____ (b. 
colonies, colors, covers, columns). But because of its 
old age, there are deep ____ (c. clocks, crabs, 
cracks, crashes) on them. Not far behind it, are ____ 
(d. ails, rains, ruins, runs) of other buildings. Because 
no one lives in this area, it looks (d. deserted, 
dessert, dried, fragile). 
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7. These are soldiers from the ancient Roman Empire. 
During that time, long trousers have not been 
invented yet. This is why they are wearing (a. shirts, 
skirts, shields, dirt). They are going to war, so, both 
soldiers are wearing ____ (b. axes, arches, armors, 
armies) to protect themselves from the enemy. The 
soldier on the left is holding a ____ (c. shell, shield, 
should, shower) and a ____ (d. cord, sore, sow, 
sword). The other one has some ____ (e. arose, a 
rose, arrows, needles) on his ____ (f. bag, back, 
behind, black) and an ____ (g. axe, edge, eggs, 
instrument) as his weapon. Behind them are (h. trails, 
rains, ruins, runs) of a temple. Yet interestingly a full 
standing statue of their King made from (i. pottery, 
brick, sand, rock) has escaped from the recent 
earthquake. 
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8. These ladies are making ____ (a. modern, handle, 
traditional, accustomed) cloths by using a_____ (b. 
viewing, wearing, weaving, whipping) method. The 
process starts with a woman ____ (c. spinning, 
spitting, stirring, surrounding) some ____ (d. rope, 
thread, threat, treat). The final process is ____ (e. 
folding, flooding, frowning, falling) up the cloth and 
later wrapping it up in ____ (f. bands, bankers, 
bundles, burials) to be sent away and sold to people. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

9. The____ (a. sincere, singer, single woman, 
performance) is a young girl, who is singing in tune 
with the ____ (b. band, bank, musician, committee) 
behind her. One of the man is playing the ____ (c. 
temper, triumph, trumpet, trunk). Others are playing 
the guitar and drum. The ____ (d. audience, 
authority, avenue, enormous) at the bottom of the 
stage are ____ (e. clapping, crippling, cropping, 
handling) because they like the performance. 
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2.8. DERIVATIVES 
Complete these sentences with words which have the 
same root as the word in italics: 
 
1. My pencil isn’t sharp enough. Do you have a ____ to 

_____ it? 
2. I thought you wanted to complain about what you’ve 

bought. When do you plan to send your ____?  
3. This machine looks very modern…. Yes, we’re proud 

to say this company’s ____ is very up-to-date.  
4. If you want to enquire about your registry to this 

Department, please go to the ____Office.  
5. If you want to send a message by letter to the 

Principal, our ____can take it with him because he’s 
going that way.  

6. I hate seeing people who are not dressed appropriately 
to work, and my ____ increases as I get older. 

7. I love to eat ice cream….. Yes, I’m an ice cream ____ 
8. I enjoy the music Dewa band plays….. Yes, they are 

good ____. Some of the band group’s children are very 
____ too.  

9. I need to measure your body. I need the ____ for the 
new outfit you ordered.  

10. There’s been no rain in Bogor for months. Millions of 
thirsty flower plants may soon die of ____.  

11. I believe God always keeps me well. I am never afraid 
of threats. When people ____ me, I say nothing, 
however ____ they may become.  
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12. In some countries, the poor are oppressed, and 
sometimes this ____leads to trouble.  

13. Is Singapore independent?..... Yes, it got its ____ from 
the Commonwealth a few years ago.  

14. Ratna says she has important meetings to go to these 
days…… Her____ isn’t as great as they way she brags 
to us.  

15. Is Leo a neighbor of yours?...... Well, he lives 
somewhere in our ____. He lives on a ____street. 

16. Is Florentina good at art?..... Yes, she’s a successful 
____, and her husband is very ____too.  

17. I sometimes think Yuli is too easy to get mad. 
Fortunately, her ____ never last long. 

18. Is the picture frame made of wood?..... No, but that 
picture has a ____ frame. Will that do? 

19. It’s very dark in this room….. Yes, I ____ it by closing 
the curtains, because____ is the best remedy for my 
eyes at the moment 

20. The weather is very moist today, isn’t it?..... Yes, 
there’s always a lot of ____ in the air at this time of the 
year.  

21. Surtinah was really in despair when she missed her 
train. She was really ____ to go home for Lebaran 
holiday.  

22. It was very kind of you to help us with our Graphic 
Novels project. We’ll always remember your ____. 

23. I admit it was difficult to find your remote house in the 
village, but that was nothing compared with the ____of 
getting back to town at night.  
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24. I was very relieved when my homework was done, but 
my ____ didn’t last long because I have an exam 
directly the next day. 

25. Mother is sure you’re going to make a fortune with your 
university degree….. Thank you very much. In fact, 
mother is correct because I’ve been very ____so far.  

26. Little Carolina seems like a very intelligent child….. 
Yes, everyone in her family has a lot of ____. 

27. Astuti collects butterflies. She has a beautiful ____.  
28. Arif does everything in great haste….. Yes, I’ve noticed 

how ____ he is from the way he puts on his clothes. 
29. Indrawan doesn’t always behave very well at school. 

I’m afraid his teachers will punish him for his rude 
____.  

30. If you are a good boy today, mother will give you a bag 
of ______ for your ______. 

31. Do you know where I put my favorite blue dress?..... Is 
it the short or long one? Have you checked your 
______? 

32. My face needs to be protected from the sun….. In that 
case, you should use sunscreen as ______. 

33. Well, isn’t this a surprise! I never thought this jewelry 
could be _______ cheap! 

34. You should take care with your expenses. Things are 
______ these days. Prices can fluctuate without any 
reason. 

35. Mother, will you allow me to use my savings to buy that 
book?..... Yes, you may use your _______ dear.  
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2.9. WORD PREPOSITIONS/ ADV. PARTICLES 
Complete these sentences with the correct prepositions/ 
adverbial particles from the choices given. 
 
1. I take delight ____ (at, from in, of) shore by taking pictures 

____ (at, from in, of) the surrounding. 
2. Don’t you think that good English-Indonesian translators 

are ____ (at, in, on, under) demand now? 
3. The amount you have to pay depends ____ (at, from, on, 

in) how long they’ve assisted you ____ (at, from, on, in) 
the project. 

4. Who’s ____ (at, for, in, on) charge ____ (by, from, of, with) 
this office while the manager is away? 

5. When Ratih lost her train ticket, she was ____ (at, in, on, 
under) great despair. 

6. Unless you really devote yourself ____ (at, into, onto, to) 
your Thesis Proposal, I don’t see how you will ever go 
____ (at, into, onto, to) your Thesis defense.  

7. Reading Chinese and Arab books differ ____ (at, from, to, 
with) Indonesian ones ____ (at, in, on, under) that they 
start ____ (at, in, on, under) the other end.  

8. Starting ____ (at, from, to, with) now, if you find yourself 
____ (at, for, in, on) difficulty, I’ll be happy ____ (with, into, 
onto, to) assist you with any gadget means.  

9. Can you stand______ (among, between, from, under) the 
French and the Italian flags for me ____ (at, into, onto, to) 
take a picture ____ (by, from, of, with)? 
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10. Helena is ____ (out of, outside, over, without) doubt the 
cleverest student in this high school.  

11. I’m sure that the main cause of Bimo’s cough is due ____ 
(at, from, of, to) his frequent smoking. 

12. Yesterday, we won our basketball match. Now, we’re 
eager ____ (at, for, of, to) another one. 

13. Now that you’ve learned the rules of game, we can start 
playing chess ____ (at, in, on, with) far greater 
enthusiasm. 

14. I am so comfortable here. I always feel ____ (at, in, on, 
with) ease when being with you. 

15. When does the new registration payment come ____ 
(with, in, into, on) effect? 

16. The baby was born ____ (at, by, on, under) a 
Midsummer’s Night.  

17. You can take many different courses – literature, culture, 
teaching and linguistics ____ (at, by, for, with) example is 
good for you. 

18. You can have my orange juice ____ (at, in, on, with) 
exchange ____ (for, of, off, out of) your hot chocolate. 

19. There are a lot of animals still ____ (at, in, on, with) 
existence which are much older than Man.  

20. Do you like mountain climbing?..... Well, ____ (for, to, 
with, within) a certain extent. 

21. Maria eats a lot of vegetables. ____ (as, for, in, on) fact, 
she cannot live without it. She is a vegetarian. 
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22. My best friend has typhus. But she doesn’t want to go to 
the hospital. She doesn’t have much faith ____ (at, for, in, 
on) doctors.  

23. Are you familiar ____ (at, for, on, with) the plays of 
Shakespeare? 

24. Young people’s clothes go ____ out, off, out of, outside) 
fashion very quickly now. They seem to change every 
month.  

25. My father’s always finding fault ____ (at, in, on, with) 
whatever I do. 

26. Who’s ____ (at, of, to, with) blame for all this mess? 
27. Tina boasts all the time ____ (at, from, over, about) her 

beautiful long hair.  
28. I’m ____ (beyond, off, out of, over) breath because I’ve 

been chased by a dog all the way here.  
29. I can’t tell you the whole story now, but____ (at, for, in, on) 

brief, the holiday we’ve been waiting for have been 
cancelled. 

30. When Imelda heard that her dog had died, she burst ____ 
(at, into, of, to) tears. 

31. The prizes will be given ____ (at, by, in, under) the 
presence ____ (from, of, out of, with) his parents who are 
(on, under, in, at) their way from overseas. 

32. This was no ordinary accident. You broke that plate _____ 
(by, for, from on) purpose, didn’t you? 

33. The search started immediately ___ (at, for, in, to) pursuit 
(of, from, at, with) the kidnapper. 
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34. Poor Markus! He has run  ___ (at, for, into, with) a great 
debt! 

35. Owing ___ (at, for, in, to) the weather, it is decided not 
play badminton today. 

36. Pass me the dictionary, that’s ____ (at, in, on, with) the 
bookshelf.  

 
37. Turn left _____ (in, on, to, at) the traffic light ahead. 
38. The answer is _____ (in, on, of, at) the bottom of the 

page. 
39. Julie will be in the plane ____ (at, for, by, in) now. 
40. There is a picture of a sunflower ____ (in, on, of, at) 

her T-shirt.  
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2.10. WORDS IN SENTENCES 
Complete these sentences with the correct word choice. 
 
1. If you want your letter to arrive there fast, you’d better 

choose the ____ (expense, expert, express, export) post. 
2. I hadn’t seen Toni for twenty years, and when we met he 

had changed so much that I hardly ____ (recognized, 
recommended, reminded, revealed) him. 

3. I hate people who are always late for appointments, so I 
always try to be ____ (partly, possible, punctual, purple) 
myself. 

4. I haven’t decided whether to help with Danarto’s 
Paragraph & Expository Writing or not, but I’ll give the 
matter some ____ (idea, taught, thinking, thought) and tell 
you what I’ve decided tomorrow.  

5. I have to go to the dentist, because I have a ____ 
(decayed, deceived, declare, dictionary) tooth.  

6. I hit my big toe against a rock a few days ago, it’s still so 
____ (shore, sore, sorrow, sort) that I can’t walk properly. 

7. I knew Marcella must have hurt herself badly when I heard 
her ____ (mean, moan, moon, morning) over the accident 
she recently had. 

8. Mrs. Angelika Gunawan is very popular because all of her 
students have a great ____ (record, regard, regret, 
reward) for her being Dean. 

9. I like the colors of those shirts, but I don’t like the ____ 
(partners, patience, patterns, payments) very much. I think 
the roses are too big.  
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10. I just found out that his restaurant does not accept 
payment using any cards. Do you happen to have any 
____ (case, cash, cause, coin)? I don’t have any on me 
at the moment. 

11. I’m going to have mango ice cream for dessert. That’s 
my ____ (favorite, fearful, festival, love) fruit.  

12. I’m not collecting this money for myself. I’m going to give 
it all to ____ (character, charity, chatter, sharpens).  

13. I’m going to stay at home, because I have a terrible ____ 
(hat ache, headache, head hurt, head pain). 

14. I’m not going to have any lunch. I’ve got no ____ 
(apparent, appearance, appetite, application).  

15. I’m not sure who that girl with the purple jacket is, but 
____ (according, account, accustomed, following) to Mr. 
Suratno, she’s a student here.  

16. I’m writing to Andre about our holiday and asking him for 
a ____ (pretend, prompt, pump, purpose) answer, 
because I need to make plans very soon.  

17. I’m sorry, but my grandfather can’t hear you unless you 
speak loudly. He’s gone ____ (blind, dead, deaf, death). 

18. I’m sorry, but you can’t take so many courses. It’s 
against school ____ (police, policy, polish, produce). 

19. In Yogyakarta palace, they still have ____ (loads, 
loaves, lords, roads) and ladies.  

20. These days, a singer has to work hard to build up his or 
her ____ (image, imagination, imagine, import) in order 
to attract people.  
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21. In most of the kiosks in Johar market, you often don’t 
pay the price you’re asked for something. Instead you 
____ (barber, bargain, bark, beggar) with the sellers. 

22. In most of the villages, the husband earns the living, and 
the wife usually runs the ____ (horseman, hospital, 
household, house hole). 

23. In our zoo, they’ve managed to get some rare animals to 
____ (bleed, bread, breed, breathe). 

24. Mita says that Muslim women in Aceh have to wear a 
____ (handkerchief, veil, wall, wheel) to cover their faces 
when they go out. 

25. In the examination last month, half the ____ (cabbages, 
calendars, candidates, candle dates) were successful. 

26. To which ____ (description, direction, director, side) is 
the railway station from here?..... North. 

27. I often write my letters by hand and then give them to my 
____ (separate, substance, secret, secretary) to type.  

28. The dollar exchange rate isn’t too ____ (faithful, favor, 
favorable, favorite) just now. Let’s change our money 
next week.  

29. Is Alex a captain in the army?.... Yes, I think that’s his 
____ (height, lack, rain, rank).  

30. This research clearly shows that there is a strong ____ 
(join, joint, link, ring) between smoking and heart 
disease. 

31. You’ve won this fight, but I’ll give you my ____ (return, 
revenge, revise, winning) next time we meet! 

32. The men at the factory are paid their ____ (pay, salaries, 
wages, ways) every week.  
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33. The church is always full when people know that 
Reverend Suharno is going to ____ (plead, please, 
preach, precious) there.  

34. Tono’s been killed. The police have just announced that 
he was ____ (marvelled, multiplied, murdered, 
muttered). 

35. Here’s a list of the ____ (goats, god, good, goods) we 
stock in our shop.  

36. Putting on a Christmas tree for a month at home, is our 
family ____ (course, trading, tradition, use). 

37. It’s natural for children to ____ (rebel, refer, royal, 
rubber) their parents when they’re about sixteen. 

38. It isn’t always easy to understand a foreign joke, 
because different countries have different senses of 
____ (funny, humble, humor, hunger).  

39. It’s no use going to the airport yet. The plane isn’t ____ 
(do, due, owed, own) till 12:30. 

40. Please ____ (accompany, compare, complain, equal) 
these pictures.  I personally think the small one is much 
better. What do you think? 

41. I took my car to our local service station last Friday to 
have it washed and ____ (shinning, taxed, waxed, 
shone). 

42. It’s a beautiful night. Let’s go out and sit in the ____ 
(light moon, moon, moonlight, sunlight). 

43. It’s dangerous to swim in this river. There’s a very strong 
____ (career, contract, current, curtain) which can carry 
you away. 
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44. It’s neither very hot nor very cold in where I live. In fact, I 
have a very good ____ (climate, whether, crime, 
weather) here. 

45. Before the exam I ____ (refreshed, refused, rejected, 
repaired) my memory by reading some old notes.  

46. I wanted to play football this afternoon, but I didn’t have 
enough ____ (energy, enormous, engineer, increase) 
after my big lunch, which made me drowsy. 

47. I would never have met my wife if ____ (fat, fatal, fate, 
fight) hadn’t brought us together quite by chance. 

48. I wrote to Joni yesterday and ____ (closed, enclosed, 
encouraged, shut in) some photographs with my letter.  

49. Some people believe in the ____ (Devil, Divide, Double, 
Evil), as well as in God.  

50. Adam put salt in our sugar bowl instead of sugar this 
morning. He loves playing ____ (tracks, tricks, trips, 
trucks) on April Fool’s Day.  

51. Sarinah is in the hospital. With her are seven other 
women in the ____ (ward, warn, wood, word). 

52. Linda’s quite a close ____ (family, relative, relieve, 
reveal) of ours. She’s our cousin. 

53. What a change! Mira’s putting on weight now, but when 
she was young, she was ____ (salary, slimmer, slipper, 
surround). 

54. Lia’s very popular at school, so it is easy for her to find 
lots of ____ (planets, players, play girls, playmates). 

55. Susan’s beautiful. She has a lovely face and a wonderful 
____ (figure, finger, firm, village). 
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56. Dewi was so frightened when the boys jumped down 
from the tree that she ____ (said, screamed, seemed, 
streamed) loudly. 

57. Rama’s only seven, but he loves _____ (addition, 
advance, advantage, adventure). He climbs rocks and 
trees and swims in the river all the time.  

58. Hari is doing things too many things at one go, so there’s 
a danger of his ____ (overflowing, overtaking, 
overworking) and becoming ill. 

59. Raharjo paints pictures, but he doesn’t make his ____ 
(life, live, lively, living) that way. He works in a big store 
as an accountant.. 

60. Rahmad would have forgotten the appointment if I hadn’t 
____ (regarded, remembered, reminded, rewarded) him.  

61. Lisa gave us a bowl of soup before we were given a 
sponge cake and strawberry ____ (public, pudding, 
pulling, putting).  

62. After the accident, the driver managed to____ (flatter, 
flutter, stage, stagger) to the nearest house and call an 
ambulance. 

63.  “Do you ____ (agree to, describe, deny, allow) robbing 
the bank?” the judge ask the prisoner. 

64. Dadang started novel writing twenty years ago, and now 
he’s a very ____ (considerable, succeeded, success, 
successful) writer. 

65. After no rain for several years, there was ____ (fame, 
familiar, family, famine) in parts of northeast India.  
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66. After we’d been talking for twenty minutes, there was a 
short ____ (pass, pause, paws, pious) during which 
nobody spoke.  

67. After we’d run for a quarter of a kilometer, I could hear 
Reza ____  (painting, panning, panting, pointing) behind 
me. 

68. After winning the cup, the team came home in _____ 
(fame, genius, success, triumph) and the public 
welcomed them. 

69. Our high school is the founder of MBA. That’s the 
Marching Band ____ (Association, Astonishment, 
Attention, Situation). 

70. All of the workers in our factory belong to the same ____ 
(joint, together, union, unite) 

71. Africa used to be called the Dark ____ (contest, 
continent, continual, continue) because so little of it was 
known to Europeans.  

72. After eating all those unripe mangoes, Lila got a bad 
____ (ache, stomach, middle pain, stomachache, 
stumble ache). 

73. After eating her chocolates, Hani’s fingers and face were 
 very____ (glue, sticky, stiff, stock). 

74. Harun wants Rp 90.000.000 for his old car, but I don’t 
think it’s ____ (price, valuable, value, worth) is as much 
as that.  

75. Donatus won the 100 meter event, so he’s the new ____ 
(champion, channel, sandwich, sharpen).  

76. Hong Kong did not used to be independent. It was a 
British ____ (collection, colony, column, partner). 
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77. Gayus escaped from prison by ____ (discovering, 
discussion, disgracing, disguising) himself as a priest.  

78. Before you can measure distances on a map, you have 
to know the ____ (scale, scar, skill, successful) of the 
map. 

79. Many animals claim ____ (land, stripe, territory, 
throughout) by fight to keep other animals away.  

80. Rudi isn’t rich and can’t ____ (affect, afford, effect, effort) 
a new car every year.  

81. Have you seen today’s newspaper? There’s an 
interesting ____ (alcohol, annual, article, artistic) about 
Raja Ampat palace.  

82. Having a fever means that your ____ (hot, temper, 
temperature, temptation) is too high.  

83. Dona cleaned the table until there wasn’t a ____ (grain, 
grand, grey, grew) of dust on it.  

84. Oki didn’t want to stop and eat lunch with Linda, but 
Linda ____ (increased, insisted, instructed, interested).  

85. Rita is always forgetting things. For ____ (accent, case, 
examine, example), yesterday she left her purse at the 
office.  
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2.11.    WORD CATEGORY: BODY PARTS 

Look at these word phrases, which contain body parts. 
Fill in the blanks with the correct phrase! 
 
By heart    Catch her eye 
Face the truth   Give her a hand 
Heartless    Lose your head  
Nosy     Pain in the neck 
Pulling my leg   Set foot on 
Stick one’s neck   Tip of my tongue  
Wet behind the ears    With open arms 
 
 
1. The word is on the _____, but I just can’t remember it.  
2. I know this is hard to believe, but you must ______.  
3. It is now over thirty years since man first ______ the moon.  
4. After his long trip Reza's parents welcomed him _______.  
5. Cynthia knows the songs ______ and doesn’t need to look   
at a book.  
6. Try to stay calm, and don't ___ and everything will be fine.  
7. Have I really won the prize, or are you only ____?  
8. Sally needs some help with her luggage. Could you ____?  
9. I waved at Carol, hoping to _____, but she didn't see me. 
10. He really is a ______ if you ask me. He’s always irritating 
and tiresome! 
11. To ________ means to take a risk. 
12. That child is still ___. He needs to learn how to read well. 
13. I hate _____ people, who don’t want to mind their own 
business! 
14. When the step mother told Cinderella to scrub the floors 
with her bare hands, she is really ______. 
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3.1.    WORD DEFINITION (K-O) 
Look at these words. Circle the ones you do not know 
the definition of. When instructed, report to the class 
words you do not know. Help each other find out what 
the words mean by opening up a dictionary. Quiz each 
other the new words by mentioning the definition and 
translation.  
Choose 20 words from this list to fill in the crossword 
puzzle in section 3.2. Study the rest of the words at 
home. Be ready to be quizzed in the next class. 
 
K 
Keen  Keep  Keeper  Kilogram 
Kilometer Kind  Kindness King 
Kingdom Kiss  Knee  Knit 
Knight  Knot  Know  Knowledge 
 
L 
Lack  Landscape Laugh  Laughter 
Lawyer  Lead  Leather  Leave 
Length  Level  Liberal  Liberty 
License  Lick  Lid  Lie (down) 
Lifetime  Light  Lighten  Lightning 
Like  Likeable Likely  Likewise 
Liking  Liner  Linger  Link 
Liquid  Liquor  Live  Lively 
Living  Living-room Load  Loaf 
Local  Location Lonely  Long 
Look  Loose  Lose  Loss 
Love  Lover  Loyal  Loyalty 
Luck  Lucky  Lump  Luxury 
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M 
Machine Machinery Madness Magician 
Magnificent Major  Majority  Manage 
Management Manager Mankind Manner 
Manufacture Marriage Married  Marvel 
Marvelous Matchbox Mature  Mayor 
Meal  Meantime Meanwhile Measure 
Media  Meek  Mercy  Mere 

 
Merit  Message Messenger Midday 
Mild  Mill  Minister  Mirror 
Mischief Moan  Mock  Module 
Moderate Modest  Moist  Moisture 
Moonlight Moreover Mortal  Mostly 
Motion  Motive  Mourn  Moustache 
Muddy   Murder  Music  Musical  
Musician Mutter  Mutual  Mystery  
 
N 
Naked   Narrow  Nasty  Native 
Naughty Navy  Neat  Necessity 
Need   Neglect  Neighbor        Neighborhood 
Nephew Nerd  Nevertheless   Niece  
Nil  Nod  None  Northern 
Nothingness Null  Numb  Numerous 
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O 
Obedience Obey  Object  Observation 
Observe Observer Occasional Of 
Off  Offence  Offend  Official 
Oil  Ointment Omission Omit  
Operation Opinion  Opportunity Oppose  
Opposition Oppress Oppression Ordinary 
Ornament Orphan  Otherwise Ought (to) 
Outdoor(s) Outer  Outwards Oven 
Over  Overcoat Overcome Overdo 
Overflow Overlook Overtake Overthrow 
Overwork Owe  Owing  Owner 
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3.2.    WORD GAME: CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
 
For example: 1       

O F F E N D E D 
2 

   
U 

   
    

M 
   

    
B 

   Across  
1.  If you say something that hurt 
someone else’s feelings, it may be 
because you have accidently  O _ _ 
_ _ _ ED that person. 
Down 
2.  During winter, our fingers can 
feels  N _ _ _  due to the cold 
snowy weather. 

 
Study the words from 3.1. You have 20-30 minutes to 
select the best word choice as answers to the following 
crossword puzzle. 
 
DOWN: 
1. Martha has shown how L _ _ _ _ _ she is to the company 

by receiving a 25-year award from her boss. 
2. I think it is a M _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ idea to give such awards 

to competent people. 
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3. Martha once told me that she used so much of her fingers 
at work that they often feel  N U M B. So, I believe she is 
very relieved to receive the award. 

4. Do you know how many K _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ we can have on 
our luggage? 

5. I would really like to have my L_ _ _ _ _ _ suitcase on 
board. 

6. I believe we should have N _ _ _ since the plane is already 
overloaded. 

7. To the best of my K _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _, we could at least still 
carry our hand carry luggage on board. 

8. Well, in that case we should O _ _ our thanks to the 
captain of the plane f that regulation still exists for this 
particular flight. 

9. I would very much like to bring this souvenir to cheer up my 
N _ _ _ _ _. 

10. Is it true that she is now an O _ _ _ _ _? I heard her 
parents passed away due to the automobile crash they 
experienced recently. 

11. Yes, unfortunately the news of their death is now O _ _ _ 
_ _ _ _. 

 
ACROSS: 
2. The accident have made my family and I in M _ _ _ _ for 

the last three days. 
3. The accident prevented me from finishing the M _ _ _ _ _ _ 

I intended to do for my business meeting next week. 
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6. The deceased was my best brother, who often helped me 
when I am in need. N _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _, I cannot be 
sad much longer, because his family needs me now to 
strengthen them up. 

7.  My deceased brother’s house is very close from the 
airport. It is only one K _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ travel by car. 

9.  Unfortunately, there is N _ _ signal around the area, so I 
cannot inform my own family that I have arrived. 

.  All communication will unfortunately be O _ _ while I 
attend to my deceased brother’s family needs. 

13. My deceased brother’s daughter is so M _ _ _ and mild. I 
must make her cheer up. 

14. If I am not wrong, my deceased brother’s house is in the 
N _ _ _ _ _ _ part of the neighborhood. 

15. I hope when I get to the front doorstep, my tears will not O 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ with grief. 

16. For the time being, I had to L _ _ _ _ _ all of my business 
chores, for the sake of my deceased brother’s family. 
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3.3. WORD OF COLOR 
Which color do you associate with these things? 
 
1. mourning in the West  ______black       _____ 
2. danger   ___________________ 
3. surrender    ___________________ 
4. cowardice    ___________________ 
5. a citrus fruit   ___________________ 
6. Trans Jakarta bus  ___________________ 
7. environmentally friendly ___________________ 
8. St. Valentine’s Day  ___________________ 
9. Indonesian army  ___________________ 
10. the Navy color  ___________________ 
11. blushing cheeks  ___________________ 
12. pre-Easter mass  ___________________ 
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3.4.  WORD ABBREVIATIONS: THE SHORTER 
THE BETTER 
These abbreviations are popularly used. What do they 
stand for? 
 
1. A.S.A.P. ______________ 6. P.T.O. _______________ 
2. B.B.C.  _______________ 7. R.S.V.P. _____________ 
3. E.G. _________________ 8. V.I.P. ________________ 
4. E.T.C. _______________ 9. W.H.O. ______________ 
5. P.S. ________________ 10. W.W.W. ____________ 
 
 

 
 

Do you know of any other abbreviations? Write them down 
here: 

___________  ___________  _________ 
___________  ___________  _________ 

Share them with your friends.  
Find out if they know what your abbreviations stand for! 
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3.5.  WORD SYNONYM 
Put a circle around the word or words on the right which 
mean the same as the word on the left.  
1. Fancy  custom, dangerous, desire, imagine  
2. Flesh  meat, new, push, shine 
3. Gap  continue to have, hat, hole,

 make noise 
4. Halt  seize, speed, stop, strongly 
5. Halfway  damage, middle part, midway,

 central 
6. Heel  cure, foot, listen, valley 
7. Hereafter  chief, great, fear, terrible,

 from now on 
8. Hire  borrow, further up, mount, rent 
9. Holy  broken, completely, sacred, terrible 
10. Icy  my, smooth, sweet, very cold 
11. Infinite  basic,  limited, infinity, unlimited 
12. Insult  answer, contempt, insertion, small

 extra map 
13. Join  meat, happiness, participate,

 together  
14. Judge  building, criticize, push, run 
15. Keen  eager, good, honest, not dirty 
16. Kind  affection, cold, inhuman, loving   
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17. Know  ignore, misunderstand, present,
 recognize 

18. Lack  absence, loch, near the end, swamp 
19. Lie  deceit, honesty, put down, truth 
20. Light  bright, cloudy, dark, grey 
21. Loaf  affection, attic, bread, charge 
22. Local  broad, liberal, neighborhood,

 unrestricted 
23. Lonely  deserted, crowded, populated,

 sociable 
24. Loose  defeat, disappearance, fail, freedom  
25. Lose  defeat, disappearance, frail, freedom 
26. Madness  fury, fool, formative, silly 
27. Mature  adult, feed, immature, life  
28. Mayor  chancellor, president, important,

 subject 
29. Meek  come together, close, gentle, tidy 
30. Mild  cool, chillie, hinterland, windy 
31. Muddy  capricious, glum, marshy, sullen  
32. Mutter  dirty, mom, murmur, whistle 
33. Mutual  collective, distinct, public, separate 
34. Nasty  calm, delightful, obnoxious, cute 
35. Neat  careless, disorganized, sew, tidy 
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3.6.  WORD ANTONYM 
Put a circle around the word or words on the right which 
have the opposite meaning of the word on the left.  
 
1. Horror  goodbye, joy, nice, silence  
2. Humble  murmur, prayed, proud, sadness 
3. Increase  answer, leave out, reduce, refuse 
4. Inferior  exterior, outwards, secret, superior 
5. Insist  assert, contend, persist, tolerate 
6. Instant  slow, fast, eventual, urgent 
7. Interest  attraction, apathy, curious, bore 
8. Involve  contain, draw in, exclude,  grip  
9. Inwards  outdoors, outside, outwards, silently 
10. Keep  consume, discard, maintain,

 withhold 
11. Kind  honest, generous, good, bad 
12. Lack  absence, abundant, surplus, want 
13. Lead  advance, ahead, last, pilot 
14. Laugh  affection, chuckle, cry, little 
15. Lighten  dear, heavy, make heavier, mistakes 
16. Linger  fatter, hatred, hurry, shorter 
17. Liquid  hated, soil, sold, solid 
18. Live  alive, die, death, exist 
19. Look  disregard, stare, sight, regard 
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20. Loose  firm, stiff, tight, win 
21. Loss  found, profit, proof, tight 
22. Loyal  disloyal, firm, lavish, steady 
23. Lucky  blessed, charm, fortunate, unlucky 
24. Luxury  bad luck, poverty, powerful, treasure 
25. Magnificent glorious, imperial, ugly, wonderful 
26. Majority  country, military, minority, small town 
27. Master  madam, minor, proud, slave 
28. Meek  break, fierce, pride, proud 
29. Mock  pretend, false, genuine, dummy 
30. Moderate  mild, midway, careful, strong 
31. Modest  ancient, oldest, proud, vain 
32. Moist  dry, muggy, pleasant, rat 
33. Narrow  road, confine, near, restricted  
34. Native  connatural, foreign, inborn,  inherent 
35. Naughty  bad, impish, obedient, rough 
36. Numb  asleep, callous, responsive,

 senseless 
37. Obey  accept, accord, conform, disobey 
38. Offend  aggrieve, close, compliment, crime 
39. Omit  drop, exclude, forget, include 
40. Oppress  aggrieve, burden, boost, depress 
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3.7.  WORDS IN CONTEXT 
Study the paragraphs. Understand the context of the 
paragraph. Circle the correct vocabulary of your choice. 
Explain the reason why you chose the word when asked 
by your lecturer. 

1. Mbok Inem is going to  _____ (a. store, shop, market, 
warehouse). She has just harvested her ripe banana. 
Underneath her banana are also other fruits from her 
plantation, such as, papaya, salak, and rambutan. All 
of these fruits are put in her _____ (b. bucket, pail, 
box, basket) and she uses her selendang to sling her 
merchandise. She hopes to have at least Rp 
100.000, so she can _____ (c. pay up, pay in, pay 
on, pay to) for her child’s school fee this month. 
Elsewhere, her husband is also finding a way to add 
onto the fee by chopping wood. Both view that 
obtaining a good education is a _____ (d. necessary, 
must, task, job) for their child’s future. Therefore, 
mbok Inem sees that supplying the needs of her 
child’s education is far _____ (e. more, too, away, 
most) important than buying herself a pair of sandals. 
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2. In this wide ____ (a. appointment, audience, avenue, 
average), there is a covered ____ (b. dig, district, 
ditch, hole) at one side of it. A girl is seen ____ (c. 
circling, cycling, kicking, slicing) alongside a man on 
his ____ (d. cycle motor, machine cycle, motor circle, 
motorcycle), who is ____ (e. overflowing her, 
overtaking her, overthrowing her, taking her over). 
There is a colorful ____ (f. bow rain, rainbow, 
raincoat, rain boy) in the sky because it just stopped 
raining. The hot weather becomes (g. cool, cold, icy, 
snowy) that many birds flock over them.  
 

 
 

3.  This is a ____ (a. funeral, furious, furnace, furnish) to 
make steel. It is burning and ____ (b. rays, sparks, 
speaks, talks) are flying out and falling to the ground. 
Some of them have become cold and turn into ____ 
(c. ashes, asks, sand, flames). Near the machine 
there is a truck that has stopped working. A ____ (d. 
waiter, welfare, worker, work) is checking out the 
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____ (e. battery, beauty, berry, butter) at the (f. back, 
behind, end, front). 
 

        
 

4.  In this kitchen, a chef is putting some meat in 
the____ (a. box, oven, pan, den) for it to ____ (b. 
boil, rest, roast, warm). The chef in the middle is 
cutting up a ____ (c. cabbage, candidate, carpet, 
cottage) to be made into ____ (d. dish, salad, 
coleslaw, dressing). Next to him is a boy cutting up 
an ____ (e. onion, union, opening, opinion) to be 
used as ingredient for the____ (sauce, society, sock, 
stock). 
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5.  These men with the grey caps are ____ (a. backs, 
bacons, bakers, bankers). The one on the left is 
using a ____ (b. lamp, body, lump, slice) of ____ (c. 
flour, flowers, biscuits, dough) to make a _____ (c. 
loaf, loathe, lot, lost) of bread. He will also put some 
of the batter on the ____ (d. scales, scars, schools, 
stale) to weigh it evenly, so the man on the right can 
make it into ____ (g. batteries, break, biscuits, 
witnesses). 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

6. In Ciputra hotel’s kitchen, one of the chef is preparing 
some ____ (a. bears, beliefs, berries, bury) to be put 
into a machine which will press out the ____ (b. 
jewels, juice, sauce, water) out. Meanwhile, another 
chef has a ____ (c. hand, handful, hard full, load) of 
nuts ready to be ____ (d. glide, grade, grind, ground) 
into powder. Another chef is ____ (e. putting, paling, 
peeling, pulling) an orange, and the boy without the 
chef hat is an assistant, who is helping them by ____ 
(f. rubbing, scraping, scratching, strapping) some 
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potatoes. Together, they are going to make an 
orange nut casserole for dinner. 
 

 
 

7. This woman is stirring a ____ (a. fork full, knife full, 
plate full, spoonful) of sugar into a ____ (b. cap, cup 
of tea, cup tea, teacup). Behind it is a ____ (c. coffee 
pot, pot tea, tea glass, teapot). She is going to serve 
it to her guest with some ____ (d. cuttings, loaves, 
slices, slights) of cake on a plate. Unfortunately, she 
did not realize that some cake ____ e. (clubs, crops, 
crowns, crumbs) have been scattered on the 
tablecloth.    
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8. On top of a hill, there are some ____ (a. flats, 
cottages, huts, village) ____ (b. overflowing, 
overlooking, overtaking, overthrowing) a rocky valley. 
Unfortunately, the ____ (c. escape, land escape, 
landscape, land and sight) on the other side of the 
valley is not very interesting. There are no trees and 
only a few houses that look like small ____ (d. spots, 
huts, neighborhood, hats) are seen. Because the 
land is dry, they area is almost like a ____ (e. 
deserve, desire, desert, dessert). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

9. These people are in a _____ (a. shop, store, bar, 
office) called Rakosa. The man with a moustache in 
the middle is filling up a ____ (b. cup, bottle, jar, jug) 
with  ____ (c. bare, bear, beef, beer). He is making 
sure that it is not overflowing and ____ (d. dripping, 
driving, dropping, trembling) on the floor. The ____ 
(e. audiences, speakers, customers, listeners) are 
waiting to have their drinks served, while listening to 
stories brought by other men. They all seem to have 
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fun and cannot stop with just one glass of liquor. This 
is why there are lots of bottles in the background. 

 
10.  These children are in the open _____ (a. field, land, 

pitch, road) wanting to play the rope game. There 
must be at _____ (b. maximum, least, most, here) 
two rope turners and one jumper. The idea of the 
game is for the jumper to not ____ (c. one, just, only, 
try) jump over the rope, but when the rope is turned, 
the jumper should not _____ (d. feel, take, stand, 
touch) the rope itself. The more children involved in 
the game, the _____ (e. joyful, cheerful, merrier, 
worrier) the game will be. In this picture four other 
children are waiting for their turn to try on the rope 
game. 
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3.8. WORD DERIVATIVES 
Complete these sentences with words which have the 
same root as the word in italics: 
 
1. That cat is too weak to walk, that in the end, its ____ 

made it lost its life. 
2. Kartini has a very loud voice. When she sings ____ in 

the bathroom you can hear her voice all over the 
house. 

3. Katarina is absent today….. Yes, I noticed her ____. Is 
she sick? 

4. The workers strongly opposed to the new plan. Their 
____ means that the plan cannot be carried out.  

5. Rudy Hartono is a lucky man: he’s won the badminton 
game again. I never seem to have such ____ with 
mine.  

6. Laksmi repented for being so rude to Linda, but her 
____ came too late.  

7. Farida is really a very solitary person. She loves the 
____ of reading novels.  

8. Even as an old man Uncle Heru was always full of 
vigor with his entertaining jokes. I hope I’ll be as ____ 
when I’m older. 

9. Ketut was filled with shame at what he had done to the 
class window…. Yes, I was wondering why he looked 
so ____ of himself. 
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10. Joko was indignant when he heard what Ivan had said 
to him about his actions, but I don’t think his ____was 
necessary. 

11. On Commercial TV they frequently show ____ during 
programs.  

12. Let us pray. First, is a ____ for the old and sick.  
13. Didi you see how that man is begging for mercy?..... 

Yes, there are quite a lot of ____ here. 
14. Look at your dog’s dirty feet! Please get him to come 

from the back door, se he won’t bring____ into the 
house 

15. Arianti knows a lot about herbs. I’m always surprised at 
her ____  

16. Mahardika looks just like his father….. Yes, they’re 
very ____, aren’t they? 

17. Ellen’s beautiful voice astonished me….. It filled me 
with ____, too.  

18. It takes a lot of skills to become a lion circus trainer. He 
must be unusually ____ for that performance, musn’t 
he? 

19. This is a delightful gift! I’m greatly ____ about it. 
20. Alexander’s skill at playing soccer amazes me….. Yes, 

it fills me with ____ too.  
21. Mr. Sanjaya is the general manager of a big state bank 

in Jakarta. He’s a well-known ____.  
22. My father taught me to observe things carefully, and 

now I use my powers of ____ a lot. I believe, an 
intelligent ____ can learn a lot when patient enough.  
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23. The little girl’s eyes were full of fear. She looked up 
____ thinking her mother would scold her for ruining 
this morning’s breakfast. 

24. Advertisements teach us to consume unnecessary 
things. We must learn to cut off ____. 

25. Our puppy is very curious about everything. 
Sometimes its ____ gets it into trouble. 

26. My sister devotes all her time to her children. I hope 
they remember the kind of ____ she gave to them 
when they grow up.  

27. Are you interested in old furniture to _______ your 
house?  

28. Brenda is absolutely loyal to her friends, but I’m not so 
sure of Retno’s ____. 

29. Her children are always very polite to guests…... Yes, 
I’ve noticed her ____, too. 

30. Wati keeps on imagining that she’s ill.  I don’t know 
why she’s got a very negative ____.  
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3.9. WORD GAME: WORD HUNTING 
  Get into groups of 3 to 4. 
  Choose which word you want to work on as a group: 
 
     a.   H I P P O P O T A M U S 

 
     b.   R H I N O C E R US 

 
Look carefully at the two words In your groups, choose either 

word a) or b). 
In 20 minutes, discuss and write down as many words 

you can from a combination of 3 to 5 letter words. 
The winner is the group that has the most words from 

the letter combinations! 
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3.10.  WORD PREPOSITIONS/ ADV. PARTICLES 
Complete these sentences with the correct word from the 
word choice given: 
 
1.  I marvel at your capability ____ (for, of, to, with) 

cooking such a wonderful meal!  
2.  Before leaving for your holidays, you’d better make 

certain ____ (by, for, of, to) getting your return tickets.  
3.  If you buy a bicycle in this store today, we’ll give you a 

pump and a lamp free ____ (from, of, with, without) 
charge.  

4.  You’d better check up ____ (at, in, on, to) that man 
before you entrust him with anything.  

5.  ____ (At, On, Under, With) no circumstances am I 
going to leave without my hard earned salary! 

6.  Mrs. Soekamto has recently died, and six of her 
children now lay claim ____ (at, of, to, with) her house.  

7.  Who is ____ (at, in, on, over) command ____ (above, 
at, by, of) this ship? 

8.  You can’t compare Joko’s house ____ (against, over, 
with, beside) Siswanto’s due to the big difference in 
status. 

9. Nugroho has begun to complain ____ (at, from, of, 
with) the frequent vertigo he has. 

10. You can leave early today ____ (by, on, over, with) 
condition that you have finished all of your homework. 

11. Our house isn’t finished yet. It’s still ____ (at, below, 
on, under) construction. 
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12. The police here are ____ (at, below, from, under) the 
control ____ (at, from, of, with) the city Mayor.  

13. You’re welcome to do the work here any time ____ (at, 
in, on, with) your own convenience.  

14. It’s going to rain today. I’m absolutely sure ____ (at, 
by, of, with) it.  

15. I hate it when people are cruel ____(at, for, on, to) 
animals 

16. Our house was robbed ____ (at, by, in, on) broad 
daylight.  

17. Are you still ____ (at, in, on, under) debt?.... Yes, I still 
owe Mr. Nuryanto Rp 500.000.  

18. What can you say ____ (at, in, on, to) defense ____ 
(at, from, of, with) your bad Word Expansion score last 
week? 

19. I didn’t like doing so many homework at first, but ____ 
(by, in, on, with) degrees I got to enjoy it.  

20. Please answer this email ____ (against, out of, 
outside, without) delay. It’s very important that it gets 
replied in 30 minutes. 

21. Are you in favor ____ (of, on, to, with) the new 
committee’s suggestions? 

22. You must do more training if you want to be fit____ 
(for, on, to, toward) the soccer game on Saturday.  

23. Please help me to fold these sheets ____ (about, 
down, to, up) and put them away in the closet. 

24. Don’t try to make a fool out ____ (at, from, of, with) me! 
I know what you’re doing! 
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25. ____ (By, In, On, With) general, our students are very 
intelligent. 

26. We have about thirty guests a day in our restaurant 
____ (at, for, in, on) average.  

27. In some countries there are armed men ____ (at, by, 
in, on) guard at the doors of all banks. 

28. Yunan Sucipto was found guilty ____ (at, in, of, to) 
robbing a bank. 

29. I’m writing to you ____ (at, in, on, under) haste to tell 
you that Soimah finally had her baby. 

30. We’re holding a big dinner party tomorrow ____ (at, 
for, in, on) honor ____ (for, of, to, with) Inul’s success. 

31. Carmelita and Gabriella won their first debate match 
____ (at, by, on, with) ease.  

32. I’m glad to see that you’re ____ (at, in, on, with) a very 
good humor today! 

33. What Wanda thinks about her business is ____ (for, of, 
on, with) no importance at all to me.  

34.  I think this product is an inferior one ____ (at, on, to, 
under) ours.  

35. It is understood that a teacher’s behavior can have an 
influence ____ (at, on, over, to) their students. 
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4.1.    WORD DEFINITION (P-Y) 
 
Look at these words. Circle the ones you do not know 
the definition of. When instructed, report to the class 
words you do not know. Help each other find out what 
the words mean by opening up a dictionary. Quiz each 
other the new words by mentioning the definition and 
translation.  
 
Choose 20 words from this list to make up sentences. 
Hand in your work to your lecturer. 
  
Study the rest of the words in class. Be ready to be 
quizzed. 
 
P 
Pack  Pain  Paint  Painter 
Pale  Pan  Pant  Particular 
Part  Partly  Partner  Passage 
Passport Pastime  Patience Patient 
Pattern  Pause  Paw  Pay 
Payment Peaceful Pearl  Peck 
Peculiar  Peel  Perfect  Perform 
Performance Permanent Personal Persuade 
Petrol  Pinch  Pious  Pipe 
Pity  Place  Plain  Planet 
Playmate Plead  Pleasant Please 
Plot  Poison  Poisonous Policy 
Polite  Politeness Poor  Popular 
Population Pork  Porter  Position 
Possess Possession Possible Postman 
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Poultry  Poverty  Powder  Powerful 
Practical Pray  Prayer  Preach 
Precious Preparation Presence Present 
Preserve Pretence Pretend  Prevent 
Previous Priest  Principal Prison 
Prisoner Private  Privilege Prize 
Probable Problem Produce Product 
Professor Profit  Progress Prompt 
Pronounce Pronunciation Proof  Proper 
Property Propose Prose  Prosperity 
Prosperous Protect  Protection Protest 
Proud  Prove  Provide  Public 
Publication Publish  Pudding Pump 
Punctual Punish  Punishment Purchas 
Pure  Purple  Purpose Pursue 
Pursuit  Puzzle 
 
Q 
Quality  Quantity Quarrel  Quiet 
 
R 
Rage  Ragged  Reggae  Rail 
Rainbow Raincoat Rank  Rapid 
Rare  Rate  Rather  Rattle 
Raw  Reader  Readily  Realize 
Reason  Reasonable Rebel  Recent 
Recognize Recommend   Recommendation   Reduce 
Refer  Reference Refresh  Refuse 
Regard  Regret  Religion  Religious 
Remain  Remark  Remarkable Remedy 
Remind  Remote  Rent  Repair 
Repent  Repentance Represent Reprimand 
Republic Request Rescue  Reserve 
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Residence Resign  Resort  Respect 
Restless Result  Retire  Reveal 
Revenge Revise  Reward  Rid 
Ridge  Rival  Roast  Rob 
Robber  Rod  Root  Rough 
Route  Royal  Rubber  Rug 
Ruin  Rural  Rust  Rye 
 
S 
Sack  Sacred  Sacrifice Sad 
Saddle  Sadness Safety  Sailing boat 
Sake  Salary  Sale  Salesman 
Sand  Sandy  Satisfaction Satisfactory 
Satisfy  Sauce  Safe  Save 
Scales  Scar  Scarce  Scarf 
Scatter  Scholar  Scissors Scold 
Scorn  Scout  Scrape  Scream 
Seam  Search  Secret  Secretary 
Section  Seize  Selfish  Sense 
Sensible Separate Serious  Settlement 
Share  Sharp  Shave  Shed 
Shelf  Shell  Shelter  Shield 
Shiver  Shock  Shopkeeper Shore 
Short  Shoulder Shout  Shot 
Show  Shower  Side  Sight 
Silence  Silent  Silk  Silly 
Similar  Simple  Sincere  Singer 
Single  Situation Skillful  Slave 
Sleep  Sleepy  Sleeve  Slice 
Slight  Slim  Slip  Slipper 
Slippery  Slope  Slow  Smart 
Snake  Snatch  Sober  Social 
Society  Soft  Soil  Solemn 
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Solid  olitary  Solitude  Solution 
Solve  Somewhat Sore  Sorrow 
Soul  Source  Southern Sow 
Space  Spark  Sparkle  Speaker 
Speed  Spice  Spider  Spin 
Spit  Splendid Split  Spoonful 
Spray  Sprinkle  Staff  Stagger 
Stain  Stalk  Standard Stare 
Start  Starve  State  Statesman 
Steady  Steel  Steer  Stern 
Stewardess Sticky  Stiff  Stir 
Stock  Stomach Stomachache Stop 
Straight  Strait  Strange  Strap 
Stretch  Strict  Strip  Stripe 
Stroke  Strong  Struggle Stubborn 
Stuff  Stumble Stump  Stupid 
Suffer  Suffering Suggest Suggestion 
Sunbeam Sunlight  Sunny  Sunrise 
Sunset  Superior Supply  Support 
Swallow Swamp  Swear  Sweet 
Swell  Swimmer Swimming pool Swing  
 
T 
Tablecloth Tailor  Talk  Tank 
Tax  Teacup  Teapot  Temper 
Temperature Tempt  Temptation Tend 
Tender  Term  Terms  Terrible 
Territory Text  Therefore Think about 
Thirst  Thirsty  Thorn  Thought 
Thread  Threat  Threaten Threatening 
Throat  Throughout Thumb  Thunder 
Thus  Tide  Tidy  Tie 
Tight  Tip  Tired  Toast 
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Tobacco Toe  Together Tomb 
Too  Toothache Toothbrush Top 
Total  Tough  Track  Trade 
Tradition Traditional Trail  Training 
Treasure Treat  Treatment Tremble 
Trial  Tribe  Trick  Triumph 
Trumpet Trouble  True  Trunk 
Trust  Tub  Tune  Twist 
 
U 
Ugly  Uncertain Under  Undertake 
Undertaking Unexpected Unfortunate Unicorn 
Union  Unite  Unload  Unlucky 
Up  Upright  Upward(s) Urban  
Use  Used to  Useful  Useless 

 
V 
Vain  Valuable Value  Vanity 
Vapor  Veil  Verse  Vessel 
Victim  Victorious Victory  Vigorous 
Violate  Violence Violent  Virtue 
 
W 
Wage  Waist  Wait (for)          Walking stick 
Wander  Ward  Warm  Warmth 
Weak  Weakness Weapon Weave  
Wedding Weed  Weight  Welfare 
Whip  Whisky  Whisper Whistle 
Whoever Whole  Wholly  Wicked 
 
Y 
Yak  Yawn  Yell (at)  Yield  
Young  Youngster Youth  Youthful 
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4.2.    WORDS IN SENTENCES 
 Complete these sentences with an appropriate 

word. 
1. Hengky is a lazy student. He has a very bad ____ 

(attention, attitude, attractive, authority) toward school 
responsibilities. 

2. Peter’s in the hospital. He was the ____ (object, result, 
sacrifice, victim) of a careless driver. 

3. Tarigan isn’t afraid of anything. In fact, he’s sometimes 
too ____ (ball, bold, bound, bowl) for his own safety.  

4. Hendra’s in the ____ (native, naughty, navy, never) 
now. You can see from the uniform he wears. His ship 
is on its way to New Zealand. 

5. My boyfriend said my hair looked beautiful…. That was 
the nicest _____ (company, complaint, complete, 
compliment) for this whole day. 

6. Mukarto’s car hit a wall, but he managed to ____ 
(escape, escort, expense, export) unharmed. He was 
very lucky indeed. 

7. My chin feels rough. I forgot to ____ (safe, save, scarf, 
shave) this morning. 

8. Dad’s getting old. He’s beginning to complain about 
everything the younger ____ (age, general, generation, 
generous) does. 

9. Atika doesn’t have much money, but she usually ____ 
(earns, ears, earths, wins) some wages during her 
holidays by selling homemade cookies. 

10. Wawan’s wife is arriving today…. Oh? I didn’t ____ 
(realize, receive, release, relieve) he was married. 
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11. Damian thinks I’m very funny. Whenever he sees me, 
he begins to ____ (grand, green, grin, grind).  

12. Mario would be a good manager, I think. He has a 
strong working ____ (capture, charity, chatter, 
character). 

13. Roberto’s motorcycle accident ____ (dismissed, 
distinct, distressed, district) his mother very much. 
Nowadays, she often takes him to school herself. 

14. Gwenda’s face is swollen on one side because she 
has a bad ____ (ache tooth, teeth pain, toothache, 
truth ache). 

15. Daniella’s just come home from her hundredth trip 
abroad. She’s a very experienced ____ (passenger, 
passport, traveler, voyage), isn’t she? 

16. David dared to ____ (defend, defy, differ, dive) the 
giant, Goliath. In the end, he won the fight.  

17. Little Tommy wanted to pretend that he wasn’t the one 
who had broken the window, but his ____ (concerning, 
concert, conquest, conscience) wouldn’t let him. 

18. Dennis was in pain after the soccer accident, so the 
doctor gave him an ____ (indignation, information, 
injection, intention) to stop it.  

19. Rosita was naughty, so her teacher sent her to the 
____ (principal, prison, overhead, manager) of the 
school. 

20. Yunita went for a swim, ____ (man, meaning, 
meanwhile, while) her brother, Paulus went to collect 
shells on the beach. 
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21. Helen wouldn’t give Peter his ball back, so he took if 
from her by____(hard, force, power, strong) 

22. Modern ships are much stronger than older ones, 
because they are made of ____ (state, steal, steel, 
still). 

23. Mr. Barokah is the new ____ (Minister, Minority, 
Mischief, Mr.) of Education in the government. 

24. Mrs. Jono’s husband died in 1965, so she’s been a 
____ (girl, lady, widow, window) for about thirty years. 

25. My English students now have a ____ (luxury, 
valuable, vocabulary, voice) of about three thousand 
words. 

26. My grandfather’s so old that he can’t remember our 
names any more…. Yes, my grandmother’s losing 
____ (member, memory, mention, remember) too. 

27. Henry writes books. The ____ (design, remark, title 
total) of his latest one was “The Mysterious Land.” 

28. Less than half the people in Dad’s office smoke now, 
so they have become the ____ (majority, minority, 
minutes, moderately). 

29. You must listen to your teacher. Unless you pay ____ 
(application, attention, attitude, attraction) to what she 
says, you won’t learn. 

30. A seagull usually ____ (glides, glitters, grinds, guides) 
down to the ground without moving its wings at all.  

31. Wow, look at that strange woman!... You musn’t do 
that. It’s rude to ____ (see, stare, start, store) at people 
like that! 
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32. The birds over there are ____ (flattering, flowering, 
flowing, fluttering) their wings. 

33. That young lady dances with such ____ (glass, grace, 
grass, guess). She will be a star dancer one day.  

34. Mariani goes to church every day….. Oh, really? I 
didn’t know she was as ____ (pious, possess, sacred, 
sacrifice) as that. 

35. Martha has cooked for pre-school children for many 
years, so she’s an ____ (accent, expect, expert, 
export) at it. 

36. Titi’s an ambitious girl. Her ____ (aim, willing, am, 
necessity) in life is to become a successful lawyer. 

37. Yulianto made his money from giving lawyer services. 
Now he lives the high ____ (companion, partner, 
society, solitude) life in Jakarta.  

38. Valentina’s very intelligent. She has a great ____ 
(advance, advantage, adventure, advice) over the rest 
of us when it comes to taking intelligence tests.  

39. Rukmini’s very interesting to talk to. I had a long ____ 
(constitution, convenience, conversation, convincing) 
with her yesterday. 

40. Abraham’s very popular. He has ___ (nevertheless, 
number, numerous, several) friends everywhere. 

41. My meeting with my thesis sponsor was very ____ 
(flutter, fruitful, full, funeral). He agreed to let me 
defend my thesis in two weeks from now. 

42. Hello, Fahmi. This is just a ____ (principal, personal, 
practical, precious) call. It has nothing to do with 
business.  
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43. Ungaran is a hundred kilometers from here, and our 
house is fifty kilometers, so it’s ____ (half a road, 
halfway, twice the way, partly) from here to Ungaran. 

44. No beer or wine for me, thank you. I never touch ____ 
(acre, alcohol, aloud, although). Soft drinks are my 
favorite. 

45. No, I don’t like that scarf. I like the colors, but I don’t 
like the ____ (design, desire, disguise, sign).  

46. Now that all of Mary’s children have left home, she 
often feels ____ (along, lonely, long, only). 

47. Karsinah’s all right. She isn’t very clever but nobody’s 
____ (perfect, permit, profit, purchase) anyway. 

48. We have our differences that we often quarrel, I know, 
but let’s just ____ (forbid, forgive, give, sorry) and 
forget about that matter. 

49. That boy was very sick last night. I heard him ____ 
(glowing, granting, groaning, grounding) continuously 
in bed. 

50. One pound is about 454 ____ (grains, grams, 
kilograms, grins), so that is half a  ____ (grains, grams, 
kilograms, grins). 

51. The woman’s club over there is run by a ____ 
(comfortable, command, committee, compliments) 
elected by the members.  

52. Our company is owned by three ____ (parcels, pardon, 
partners, patterns). Each one has an equal share of 
the royalty. 
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53. The carpet was quite bright when we bought it, but 
over the years, it’s _____ (faded, failed, fated, veiled) a 
lot now. 

54. Did you know that pork is the____ (flash, flesh, fresh, 
skin) of a pig? 

55. One of the elephants at the zoo had a baby 
yesterday....Great! What____ (sack, sake, sex, six) is 
it?..... Male. 

56. Both Telogorejo and Elizabeth hospital is very good. All 
of the____ (personal, staff, starve, stuff) are very kind 
and friendly. 

57. Our teacher is a very kind man, even though he looks 
very____ (steer, stem, stern, storm) with his thick 
moustache. 

58. You students are making good progress. Now when I 
ask a question in English, I am happy to know that you 
can answer quite_____ (rarely, readily, recently, 
ready). 

59. The city Governor called together a____ (candle, 
council, count, county) of experts to deal with the 
problem. 

60. Adi goes camping with the boy ____ (scolds, scouts, 
seconds, shouts) every summer. 
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4.3.  WORDS IN PICTURES 
Look at the picture below. Describe as much as you can 
about the interior of this two-storey house by using at 
least these vocabularies: 
 1st floor   2nd floor 
 Attic   curtain 
 Sofa   bed 
 Bathtub   toilet 
 Wardrobe  kitchen 
 Dresser   mirror 
 Bookshelf  window 
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4.4.  WORD GAME: HANGMAN 
Read out the description below with a partner. Try to 
guess what the names of the animals/ characters before 
you get hanged! Take turns with your partner until all 
exercises are completed. The winner is the one who 
never gets to be hanged! If you want, you can make up 
your own guessing game when finished for the whole 
class to do! 

 
1. This animal lives in every country. It has no legs but it can 

move fast. It is slippery, long but not wide and can be 
dangerous when bitten by it. What is it? 

2. This animal would need a very long scarf if it lived in a 
cold country. What is it? 

3. These huge mammals give milk to their babies but they 
don’t live on land at all. There are several species – one of 
it is blue. What is it? 

4. This animal is usually called the King of the Beast. What is 
it? 

5. Up until now, this animal is man’s best friend. What is it? 
6. This horse lives in fairy tales. It has a very long single horn 

and is usually for a princess or prince. What is it? 
7. In fairy tales there is also a horse who has wings. What is 

it? 
8. What are names of a cartoon partner of a cat and a 

mouse that often become enemies? 
9. Charlie Brown’s best animal friend is named ………. 
10. The animal that helped Alice in Wonderland to be tiny and 

become a giant is a …………. 
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4.5.    WORD GAME: CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
Study the words from 4.1.  
 

With a partner, make up a crossword puzzle consisting of at 
least 20 vocabularies. Write your name and your partner’s 
name at the top right of your paper to show that you have 
created the puzzle. On another paper, make sure you have 
noted the correct answers. 
 

When finished, exchange your blank crossword puzzle with 
another pair and try filling it out. Write your name and your 
partner’s name at the bottom right of the paper to show that 
you are the crossword puzzle filler. Return your filled out 
puzzle to be corrected by the creators. 
 

Creators should report how many of the vocabularies filled in 
by the group who tried to answer in the crossword puzzle is 
correct. 
 

Give your work to your instructor. 
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4.6.    WORD CATEGORY: SORTING OUT THE F’s 
 Look at the list of creatures and sort them into 

three main categories, depending on whether they 
have feathers, fins or furs. You will find that some 
creatures do not fit into any of the categories. 
Write the names below the chart. 

 
   bison  hedgehog mink shark 
   crab  kangaroo ostrich snail 
   crocodile jaguar  parrot sparrow 
   dolphin  robin  tortoise  

        
  

FEATHER FIN FUR 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 
 Not in any of these categories are the words:  
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4.7. WORD COMPOUND 
Look at the list of words below. Make up as many 
compound words as you can, and make sentences out of 
the words you have created. If you like, you can use as 
many words you want to a sentence. Please underline 
the compound words used and have it evaluated by your 
friends or lecturer.  
 
For example: DRESS MAKER    HEAD   LONG 

1. Dressmaker  
2. Head dress 
3. Long dress 

Yesterday, I went to a dressmaker to size up for a 
long dress and a head dress for me to wear at my 
best friend’s wedding. 

 
BACK  BALL  BATH  BEAUTY 
BED  BELL  BIRTH  BOARD 
BOY  BUTTER CAKE  CASE 
CASTER COW  CUP  DATE 
DAY  DO  DOG  DOOR 
DRAGON DRESS  DRESSER DRIVE 
FARM  FIELD  FINGER FLASH 
FLY  FOOT  FRIEND GROUND 
GUARD  HAIR  HOUSE  IN 
LIFE  LOCKER MAN  MARK 
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MATE  MAT  MELON  NAIL 
NEWS  OUT   PLAY  QUARTER  
ROBE  ROOM  SIDE  SKATE 
SNOW  TEAM   TUB  UP 
WARD  WATER  WAY 

 
Compound words: 
____________  ___________ ___________ 
____________  ___________ ___________ 
____________  ___________ ___________ 
____________  ___________ ___________ 
____________  ___________ ___________ 
____________  ___________ ___________ 
____________  ___________ ___________ 

 
Sentences: 
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4.8. WORD PREPOSITION/ PHRASAL VERBS 
Replace the words in brackets in the following sentences 
with a suitable word preposition/phrasal verb from the 
box below. (note: some phrasal verbs can be used) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1. If he says that word again, I’ll surely __________him! (kill 

him) 
2. You’d better not drink that milk. It tastes bad. It’s 

__________ (turned sour). 
3. I think it was he who __________ the secret to them. 

(betrayed) 
4. The house she lives in is a historical building. It 

__________ the 17th century. (dates from) 
5. Are you going to __________ Natasha soon? She’s been 

waiting for you since three hours ago. (go and visit) 
6. Tuti was really __________ when she failed her exam. 

(upset) 

call on  gave away goes back to look it up 
come apart get down on goes with put off 
come through get out  going down with take away 
cut up  get over  gone down taken for 
do in  get round to gone off  taken up to 
do up  get through lets him off turn out 
fallen out go through look into  turned away 
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7. I think I’m __________ the flu. I’ve been sneezing since 
morning. (caught) 

8. What does “triumphant” mean? Can you help me 
__________ in the dictionary? (find out its meaning) 

9. The LCD is now hung above the classroom that it 
becomes difficult to __________ when something is not 
working well. (reach) 

10.  I’m __________ forty years old. People say life starts at 
forty. (nearly) 

11.  If you __________ 40 from 100, it means you’re left with 
60. (subtract) 

12.  Are you sure the “Titanic” had __________ due to iceberg 
it hit years ago? (sunk) 

13.  I’ve never really __________ smoking. It never has been 
my kind of liking. (liked) 

14.  I can’t promise to see you now, but I can promise to 
__________ your work later this morning if you send it to 
my email. (study it) 

15.  You should see how Carol __________ with the new 
boss. She really does look like her! (imitate) 

16.  Do you think you could __________ this assignment with 
me tonight? (examine) 

17. The police suspected the teenagers stole some money, so 
he made them all __________ their pockets. (go) 

18. You look very upset. What’s the matter? Have you 
__________ with your boyfriend again? (quarreled) 

19. Guess what?! I was __________ Raffi Ahmad yesterday! 
(thought as) 
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20. I tried to have lunch in the new classy restaurant last 
night, but I was __________ because I wasn’t wearing my 
bowtie. (refused admittance) 

21. My favorite bracelet suddenly __________ in warning me 
of a danger ahead. (break into pieces) 

22. He was caught cheating in his Word Expansion quiz, but 
the teacher __________ with the condition that he will be 
expelled from the class if found cheating again. (gives an 
apology) 

23.  I’d like to __________ the payment for another week, 
please, because I haven’t received my monthly budget 
yet. (delay) 

24.  Could you help me ___________ this parcel for me? 
(wrap) 

25.  I don’t know how she __________ with that naughty child. 
She must have the patience of an angel. (tolerate) 

26.  Rather than having a miserable life, I think you should just 
__________ your love affair with him. (stop liking) 

27.  The doctor was relieved when her patient has finally 
__________. (regain consciousness) 

28.  I like your blouse, Gabriella. It really __________ your 
skirt. (matches) 

29.  I can’t seem to __________ doing this homework. 
Something always seems to distract me from it. 
(complete) 

30. The mother is having a difficult time to __________ her 
daughter about the importance of grooming. (reach) 
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INDEX 
Absolute, 4, 11 

accident, 22, 50, 52, 57, 
66, 96 

Ache, 4, 11 

Adopt, 4, 13 

Adv. Particles, 25, 48, 86 

advantage, v, 26, 57, 98 

alphabet, 2 

Antonym, 37 

ANTONYM, v, 13, 73, 140 

Anxious, 4, 11 

Apart, 4, 11, 26 

application, 26, 53, 97 

assistant, 24, 78 

Attach, 5, 11 

attack, 14, 37, 40 

authority, 36, 44, 95 

Balance, 5, 13 

behavior, 22, 88 

believe, 11, 23, 45, 56, 60, 
66, 83 

Betray, 5, 11 

bird, 8, 9, 35 

bondage, 15 

Brave, 5, 14 

Break, 5, 12 

Broad, 5, 14 

bundle, 15, 38 

Calm, 5, 12 

character, 23, 53, 96 

characteristics, 9 

Coarse, 6, 12, 14 

compliment, 74, 95 

Compound, v, 105, 140 

crops, 79 

Cunning, 37 

defend, 11, 96, 98 

Defend, 6, 14, 37 

Derivatives, v, 21, 45, 82, 
140 

Destroy, 6, 14 

devote, 48 

Eager, 7, 35 

earns, 54, 95 

Ease, 7, 12, 14 

education, 75 
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Elect, 7, 37 

Employ, 7, 37 

Enormous, 7, 14, 35 

escape, 80, 95 

Exact, 7, 14 

Examine, 7, 12 

Excite, 7, 12, 37 

Fade, 30, 35, 37 

Fame, 30 

Famine, 30, 36 

Famous, 30 

Fancy, 30, 38, 71 

Fashion, 30 

Favor, 30 

Favorite, 30 

Fear, 30 

Fight, 30 

flock, 76 

Fog, 30, 36 

Foreign, 30 

Forgive, 30 

Former, 30 

Fortune, 30 

GAME, 2 

General, 31 

generation, 39, 95 

Generation, 31 

Govern, 31, 36 

Greet, 31 

grow, 24, 39, 84 

Grow, 31, 36 

Guard, 31, 36 

Guilty, 31, 38 

Halfway, 31, 71 

Happy, 31 

harvest, 15, 19 

Hate, 31, 36 

Hatred, 31 

head, 36, 39, 53, 60, 105 

Hire, 31, 38, 71 

Holy, 31, 71 

Horror, 31, 73 

horseman, 19, 54 

Humble, 31, 38, 73 

Hunger, 31, 38 

Ignore, 31, 38 

Image, 31 

Important, 32, 38 
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Increase, 32, 36, 73 

Indicate, 32 

Infinite, 32, 71 

Insult, 32, 71 

Intelligence, 32 

Intend, 32 

Interest, 32, 73 

Interrupt, 32 

Involve, 32, 73 

Jealous, 32 

Join, 32, 71 

Justify, 32 

Kind, 62, 71, 73 

Know, 62, 72 

land, 16, 59, 80, 81, 102 

landscape, 17, 80 

Laugh, 62, 73 

Light, 62, 72 

Live, 62, 73 

Lose, 60, 62, 72 

Majority, 63, 74 

merchandise, 75 

Mild, 63, 72 

Mock, 63, 74 

Mutual, 63, 72 

Narrow, 63, 74 

navy, 95 

Neat, 63, 72 

Obey, 64, 74 

Offend, 64, 74 

outfit, 15, 26, 45 

performance, 24, 44, 83 

Phrasal Verbs, v, 107, 140 

Prepositions, v, 25, 48, 86, 
140 

protect, 11, 14, 43 

punish, 47 

realize, 79, 95 

shave, 95 

skills, 22, 83 

SYNONYM, 11, 35, 71 

traveler, 96 

warehouse, 75 

weather, 19, 21, 46, 51, 
56, 65, 76 

WORD ABBREVIATIONS, 
70 

WORD ANTONYM, 13 
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WORD CATEGORY, v, 8, 
33, 60, 104, 140 

WORD COMPOUND, 105 

WORD DEFINITION, v, 4, 
30, 62, 90, 140 

WORD GAME, 29, 65, 85, 
102, 103 

WORD OF COLOR, 69 

WORD PREPOSITIONS, 25 

WORD SYNONYM, 11 

WORD UNSCRAMBLE, v, 
10, 34, 140 

WORDS IN CONTEXT, v, 
15, 39, 75, 140 

WORDS IN PICTURES, 20, 
101 

WORDS IN SENTENCES, 
v, 52, 95, 140 
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Ekawati Marhaenny Dukut was born in Purwodadi Grobogan, 1 
November 1966. She received her Dra. (doctoranda) degree from 
the English Department of Sanata Dharma University and 
M.Hum. (Magister Humaniora) as well as Dr. (doctorate) 
degree from the American Studies Graduate Progam in Gadjah 
Mada University. Her thesis is in the area of Popular Literature 
whereas her dissertation is in Transnational Popular Culture.  
She speaks English like a native speaker due to her upbringing in 
Gainesville, Florida, U.S.A. during some of her elementary years 
and in Townsville, North Queensland, Australia during her junior 
and senior high school years. Writing has been one of her hobbies. 
She has articles written and presented in international conferences 
and published in proceedings and journals. Her recent children’s 
books “Aku Suka Sayur” (I Love Vegetables) series have been 
pubished by PT Gramedia. At her Faculty she has been the Chief 
Editor for a nationally accredited journal, Celt: A Journal of Culture, 
English Language Teaching & Literature ever since 2001. She has 
been a full time lecturer in the English Department, Faculty of 
Language and Arts in Soegijapranata Catholic University, 
Semarang ever since 1998. Teaching Vocabulary, Writing, 
Pronunciation, American Studies, Popular Culture, Graphic Novels, 
Gender Studies and Culture in Business has been her specialties 
over the years.  
This book, WORD EXPANSION: Exercises for Level 2 Students 
is especially written for her Vocabulary students. Yet, the beginning 
to intermediate level of fun and games activities enclosed can also 
be used for Junior and Senior High School students. Studying 
vocabulary should not be a burden for those wanting to learn 
English. For this reason the exercises that contains: WORD 
GAMES, WORD DEFINITION, WORD UNSCRAMBLE, WORD 
SYNONYMN, WORD ANTONYM, WORDS IN CONTEXT, WORD 
PREPOSITIONS/ PHRASAL VERBS, WORDS IN SENTENCES, 
WORD DERIVATIVES, WORD CATEGORY, WORD PUZZLE, 
WORD COMPOUND are made as entertaining as possible… 
because… Learning English is Fun! 
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WORD EXPANSION: Exercises for Level 2 Students book 
is especially written for Vocabulary students of beginning 
to intermediate level. Lots of fun and games activities are 
enclosed that can also be used for Junior and Senior High 
School students. Studying vocabulary should not be a burden 
for those wanting to learn English. For this reason the exercises
that contains: WORD GAMES, WORD DEFINITION, WORD 
UNSCRAMBLE, WORD SYNONYMN, WORD ANTONYM, 
WORDS IN CONTEXT, WORD PREPOSITIONS/ PHRASAL 
VERBS, WORDS IN SENTENCES, WORD DERIVATIVES, 
WORD CATEGORY, WORD PUZZLE, WORD COMPOUND 
are made as entertaining as possible … because … 
learning English is Fun!

Read also the series:
WORD DISCOVERY: Exercises for Level 1 Students
VOCATIONAL WORDS: Exercises for Level 3 Students
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